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Abstract
Context ： Software evolution comes with the increasing growth of software applications
both in size and complexity. Unlike the software maintenance, software evolution addresses
more on the adaption of the new fast-changing requirements. Then the term of “software
evolvability” comes with its importance for evaluating the evolution status of the software.
However, it is not clearly identified especially in the context of open source software (OSS).
Besides the most studies are about the description of software evolvability as a quality
attribute, and very few research have done on the measurement of software evolvability
during the software evolution process.
Objectives： In this study we perform an in-depth investigation on identification of the OSS
evolvability, and figure out the appropriate metrics used for measuring the OSS evolvability.
Based on that we finally proposed the open source software evolvability measurement
framework (OSEM) which could be used for measuring the software evolvability generally in
an OSS context.
Methods： At first, we conducted a literature review by combining backward snowballing
search with systematic database search. Two research questions which are RQ1 and RQ2 are
proposed for helping us to retrieve the key information for building the needed framework.
Then we performed a case study on VLC media player (an OSS project) to validate the
processes of the proposed framework.
Results： Based on literature we could explicitly identify the OSS evolvability, and figure
out the differences of software evolvability addressed in OSS context and non OSS context
(e.g, the traceability refers to documentation in non OSS context, however in OSS context it
refers to the release version of OSS project). Besides we also fulfill the evolvability
measuring method by addressing the process of prioritization of evolvability subcharacteristics. In the end we implement the OSEM framework on VLC media player and get
the well documented results which are clearly presented and easy to understand. Such results
could be taken by the VLC developers as an input for the design and development of the VLC.
Conclusions: We conclude that the open source software measurement framework (OSEM)
is applicable, based on the time we spent on the case of VLC media player it is quite fast and
efficient to use such framework. The results from the conduction of this framework are
documented well and very clear for OSS users/developers to follow.
Keywords: Open source software evolvability, Open source software evolution, Software
measurement
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1. Introduction
According to Huljenic [1] during the recent years, with the increasing software
applications grow huge both in size and complexity, and the real requirements continuously
keep changed. It is an extremely challenge to design, develop and implement an evolvable
software system. Then the software evolution as a research area among software
engineering to achieve such goal is inevitable [2]. Lehman et al. [3] consider that software
evolution is a preferable substitute for software maintenance.It can not only preserve the
structure of whole system but also can apply for fast-change system and gain new
functionalities.
In software evolution, the software evolvability is a very important indicator of how
evolvable the system is. However, the software evolvability is not explicitly addressed
among the current research, which comes with many different definition [4]. We list three
commonly used definitions here and identify which one we are going to use. D. Rowe et al.
[5] defines the evolvability as is an attribute that bears on the ability of a system to
accommodate changes in its requirements throughout the system’s lifespan with the least
possible cost while maintaining architectural integrity. Then G. S. Percivall [6] gives a
definition for the system evolvability as a characteristic of the system that allows system to
be easily modified by changes in the environment. Besides R. Hilliard et al. [7] defines
evolvability is the degree of variability needed to meet new users or customer needs,
adapting to new, unexpected tasks while maintaining the integrity of the original architecture.
For our thesis we will only insist the definition of D. Rowe et al. [5]. The reason will
described more detailed in related work
As Lehman pointed out in his laws of software evolution [8]. With the current software
systems undergo the huge amount of modifications for responding the continuously
changing requirements from the stakeholders, environment or technologies. The systems
will be more and more complex and hard to maintain. Such software systems cannot escape
the destiny of deteriorating in the end. Especially for those large scale commercial software,
the new functions, emplacements are always directly built on the earlier versions of software
system. As Jilles van gurp et al [9] analyze the design decisions usually accumulate and
become invalid during the the constraints of new changing requirements. With its result the
software system is inevitable to erode eventually. It happens with many software
applications. Here we take an example of “QQ” which is the Chinese real-time
communication software, the updating of such software is quite frequent, within too many
new features integrated on this one application, more bugs come and it stops for updating for
a while. Because its architecture degrades and needs to be reconstructed. Therefore we need
a quality attribute as an indicator to avoid the software system’s decay. The software
evolvability plays as a more important role of the quality requirement for the majority of
software systems in this ever-changing world. It gives us one way to avoid the deterioration
of software by providing some feedback to development team of the software evolvability.
However, most study aim at the illustration of software evolvability as a quality attribute and
little research have done on how to maintain or measure the software evolvability during the
software evolution process.
The recent published research reveals that some works have been done to try to
examine the software evolution at software architecture level. There are some researchers
proposing a resolution of building the software evolvability evaluation process such as
Architecture evolution metric process [10] which is based on the UML technique to view the
software evolvability in an architecture level, then choose one evolvability relevant quality
which is reliability for measuring. Activity metamodel [11], which used the activities of an
application as precepts to manage the control of software evolvability, and measure the
complexity and modularity as they are relevant with evolvability. Software evolvability
10

model which defined the evolvability relevant sub-characteristics in an architecture level
[12].
However, in these frameworks, the application area is quite narrow as most of them
only get verified in the context of large complex software-intensive companies. It is hard to
extend such research to a broad way as not every researcher can access to such specified
companies’ resources to deepen their research. Considering that there is a good way to make
this research more common which is to develop a software evolvability measurement
framework for open source software (OSS) evolution. And the current research show that no
contribution had been done on this area. Besides the evolvability relevant sub-characteristics
are defined of the context of large scale commercial software, it is not clear what attributes
are relevant with OSS evolvability, and what evolvability measuring methods are useful is
also not mentioned. It is very important to figure out a way to measure the OSS evolvability
during the OSS evolution process as there are huge number of OSS projects maintained by
the developers all over the world which means new changing requirements happened
frequently, if too many modifications made without taking the evolvability into
consideration, the OSS architecture could decay. From long-term perspective it is not good.
What’s more with the bad evolvability, the OSS projects could come with more bugs, and
more difficult to develop. It could influence the user community and no more users will use
and maintain such OSS projects.
In this thesis a framework named Open source software evolvability measurement
(OSEM) is developed and evaluated in the context of VLC media player which is an open
source software environment.
1.1 Structure of Thesis
The remainder of this master thesis is structured using the following sections.
Document is composed of introduction, background, related work, research methodology,
creation of framework, case study, results analysis & discussion, finally conclusion and
future work. The figure 1 represents it as below.
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Figure 1: Thesis Structure

In Chapter 1, the introduction of this study is explained. Next, we study the stateof-the-art practice of decision making in the background work performed and identify
the need for this research. Chapter 3 discusses the existing research related work to this
study. Meanwhile, the methodology chosen to attain the corresponding research
questions is reported in Chapter 4. This includes the literature review method and case
study of open source software. Next, the Chapter 5 presents the creation of framework
undertaken in this study. In case study part, the execution process of proposed
framework is discussed in Chapter 6. The Chapter 7 presents all the data analysis and
discussion based on the conduction of literature review and case study. In Chapter 8 we
answer the proposed research questions of this thesis and make a conclusion of the
contribution we made and also give the future direction for further study.
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1.2 Glossary
Table 1: Definition of terms using in this thesis

Terms
Software
evolution

Definitions
Software evolution is a process where the software program requires a
continually updating, maintenance, and enhancement in order to
accommodate with the fast-changing requirements [13].

Measurement

Measurement is the process by which numbers or symbols are
assigned to attributes of entities in the real world in such a way as to
describe them according to clearly defined rules [14].

Software
evolvability

It is an attribute that bears on the ability of a system to accommodate
changes in its requirements throughout the system’s lifespan with the
least possible cost while maintaining architectural integrity [5].

Quality

ISO 9126 [15] identifies the several quality aspects within the context
of software engineering such as maintainability, portability,
reliability, efficiency ,and functionality
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2. Background
This chapter presents background knowledge of software evolution and challenges
occurred during the process of software evolution. The first section (section 2.1)
introduces what is software evolution and what are the differences between software
evolution and software maintenance. Then the second section (section 2.2) the laws of
software evolution are given. The third section (section 2.3) will explain the software
aging. In section four (section 2.4) the software architecture evolution will draw more
attention on software evolution at an architecture level.
2.1 Software Evolution & Maintenance
The successful software requires repeated changes which triggered by the evolving
requirements, technologies, and stakeholder knowledge [16]. As the software system in
real world cannot keep static, there is always a need to push the current software
developed within the fast-changing requirements and technical constraints generated
from the environment. Historically, the software evolution problem first appeared with
several unexpected and unplanned phenomenon which observed in the very famous
case study conducted by Lehman et al [17]. In their research they summarized the
discussion and observation made during the development of OS/360 and its subsequent
enhancements and releases for IBM company. Their research reveals that the most
crucial element to a system is its complexity, and the lack of a measure of complexity
addressed in terms of simple structural properties. Without such a measure, the majority
of the development discipline will be unconnected and phenomena are easily remain
misunderstood. After that the software evolution gained steadily in importance and
drew the center of attention of software engineers. There were many research papers
published at that time. However, the terms of “software evolution” and “software
maintenance” are incorrectly interchanged by some authors according to the Godfrey
and German explained in their paper “The past, present, and future of software
evolution” [18]. In order to understand and differentiate such two terms well we need
to refer to the original “roadmap” paper [19]. In this paper, several aspects of software
evolution is discussed and a new model of software lifespan which is “staged model” is
proposed for clarifying the role of software evolution and software maintenance in
software lifecycle. The figure 2 extracted from the original “roadmap” paper [19] is
shown as below.

Figure 2: Staged model of software lifespan
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From the figure of staged model we can see that it divides the software lifespan into
five periods: Initial development, evolution, servicing (maintenance), phase-out, and
close-down.
1) Initial development: It is the stage of production of the first version of software
from scratch. Within such stage the developers are responsible to select the relevant
coding languages, tools, system architecture for building the original software in an
early time during the software lifespan.
2) Evolution: It is the stage of developers could add new features, correct previous
mistakes and adapt to the new requirements. During this stage the software changes are
the basic building blocks of the whole process of software evolution as each single
change represents a new feature or property into the software.
3) Maintenance or servicing: It is a stage that developers no need to do major
changes in the software. Only the very tiny repairs need to make for keeping the
software usable.
4) Phase-out: It is the stage of a software get out of any maintained but it is still
can be used.
5) Close-down: It is the stage of managers or developers make a decision to
withdraw the software from production.
Overall we can see that during this lifespan of software. The evolution plays an
important role. For a successful software, a huge amount of time and resources shall be
spent in the process of evolution. It refers to the improvement of the software
especially on reacting to some new features or functionalities. Unlike evolution the
software maintenance do not add new features of functionalities. The definition of
software maintenance and the difference between the software evolution and software
maintenance is given for the next paragraph.
Software maintenance is a phase of software development with the purpose of
providing cost-effective support to a delivered software product [20]. And it is also
called software servicing. For software maintenance it also consists of the repeated
changes to software but the difference with software evolution is that the objectives
become limited compared to the evolution. The only goal of maintenance is to keep the
software usable in a cost-effective way. There is also no need for adding the new
features and functionalities. Then as the purpose of maintenance is not high as
evolution, its processes are simpler and easier to predict than evolution. Besides the
cost between those two software processes differentiates a lot. For many software
applications even they are under the maintenance they are still in use. However the
software evolution is quite expensive. When the managers decide to stop investing in
the process of evolution. Then it ends at last while the maintenance still continues as the
software is usable.
2.2 Lehman’s Laws of Software Evolution
From 1974 till 1996, researchers formula and refine eight basic laws of software
evolution gradually. And the last edition of the laws was published in 1996 that has not
been modified since then [21]. The laws of software evolution is suggested by Lehman
et al. based on the observations of the IBM OS/360 operating system and the FEAST
project, which examining metric and other records of E-type software systems
addressing a variety of applications. The original laws of software evolution should
apply only to the projects with several levels of management. The laws in the 1980s
saw the birth of the SPE scheme, and were said to be referring only to E-type software.
E-type (evolutionary) programs are reflections of human processes or of a part of the
real world. These kinds of programs try to solve an activity that somehow involves
people or the real world [21]. Lehman uses the term E-type software to denote
programs that must be evolved because they operate in or address a problem or activity
15

of the real world. Because the world is inevitably changing, the software must be
transformed to keep it in sync with its environment. Software requirements also change
because human processes are difficult to define and state, which also leads to software
modifications. Thence, it is likely that once a program is implemented, published, and
installed, further changes to its user's request will still be required. Also, the very
introduction of the system in the world will cause further demands for changes and new
features. This last source of changes causes a feedback loop in the evolution of the
program.
Accordingly, changes in the real world will affect the software and require
subsequent adaptations. The laws of software evolution encapsulate observed
behaviour of a number of evolving systems over the years, and are summarized as
follows:
Table 2: Laws of software evolution [22]

2.3 Software Aging
Any program will slowly cripple like a man, getting old. We can not stop aging, but
we can understand its causes, take action to limit its impact. Trying to reduce or reverse
part of the damage it has caused, furthermore for the day to prepare the software is no
longer available. We no longer consider only the quality of the first version or release,
and focus on the long-term health of our product, this sign means that the software
engineering profession has matured.
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There are two distinct causes of software aging types. The first reason is that the
product owner has not been able to modify it to meet changing needs; the second is the
result of the changes that are made. These reasons may lead to a rapid decline in the
value of software products [23].
Today's users expect more, everyone needs online access, "instant" response and a
menu-driven interface. We expect communication capabilities, a large number of
online storage and so on. Unless the software is frequently updated, the user becomes
unsatisfied, and then once the benefits outweigh the costs of retraining and conversion,
they will transformed into other new products.
Although software must be upgraded to prevent aging, changing the software can
cause different forms of aging. A software designer usually has a simple idea when
writing programs. If the program is large, changes made by people who do not
understand the original design concept due to updates or corrections would always lead
to structural degradation of the program almost. In this case, the change will be
inconsistent with the original concept and will invalidate the original concept.
Unfortunately, the damage is often quite serious. After these changes the original
designer no longer understands the product, and no one understands the modified
product anymore. Software updates that are repeatedly modified (maintained) in this
manner are very expensive. Changes take longer and are more likely to introduce new
"errors". Change induced aging is usually aggravated by maintainers who feel they do
not have time to update the documentation. Documents become increasingly inaccurate,
making future changes more difficult.
The cost of software aging as three categories as follow:
 The owner of the aging software gradually found it increasingly difficult to keep up
with the market, and the updated product is also gradually lost customer base. If they
try to keep up with the market, by increasing their labor force, increasing the cost of
changes and delays, lead to further loss of customers.
 Aging software often degrades the architecture due to reduced performance. As the
size of the program increases, it puts more demands on computer memory and has
more latency. The program responds more slowly; the customer must upgrade their
computers to get an acceptable response. Performance is also reduced because of poor
design. Software is no longer well understood.
 Aging software bring about aggravated due to the error introduced during the update
and change process. Every time it tries to reduce the failure rate of the system, it gets
worse. Usually the only option is to abandon the product or at least stop the error
repairing.
These reasons lead to an increase in the owner's cost in real world.
How to reduce the cost of software aging? Experienced programmers realize that
any formal and serious product needs to be tested extensively, which required reviewed
and revised after the first successful run as well. At the same time, after the first
successful run and before the first release, the work invested by a responsible,
professional, organization is usually much larger than the effort required to get the first
successful run. The experience with software aging tells us that should be far beyond
the first version to the time when the product is old [23].
2.4 Software Architecture Evolution
To understand and control the software evolution in a better way we need to pay
more attention on the study of software architecture. As the software architecture
models the structure and behavior of a system, and explains all the software elements
and their relationships between them. The software architecture can help us to view a
software system in a high abstract level. Based on that, software architectures have
17







potential to manage the software evolution in basis. The IEEE 1471-2000 [24] gives a
definition of software evolution as below:
“The fundamental organization of a system embodied in its components, their
relationships to each other, and to the environment, and the principles guiding its design
and evolution.”
This definition addresses that there is a difference between an architecture and an
architectural description. The architectural description refers to concrete artifact,
however the architecture is the concept of a system. Like the definition illustrated the
architecture embodies the system’s fundamental aspects. It requires us to view the
software system as a whole, even a single view cannot express the abstracted concepts
of the system. Besides such definition also reveals that the software architectures are
built and evolved in a very complex environment. Such environment includes the
stakeholders’ requirements, developing organization, architects’ experience, and
technical requirements for implementing a system [25]. Besides as Anton Jansen [26]
introduced the software architecture is used for the purposes of blue-print, roadmap,
communication vehicle, work divider, and quality predictor.
Blue-print: It is used to outline a design for building a system. With additional effort
thus design can be implemented to set up a software system
Roadmap: The software architecture allows the architect to plan ahead the evolution
of software as part of technology roadmap, which allows the software architect to
align the software with company’s mid to long run business strategy.
Communication vehicle: It enables the different stakeholders to communicate about
the major decisions made. By the help of communication vehicle the stakeholders are
able to steer and influence the software system.
Work divider: The software architecture could be viewed as a work divider to
decompose the software into smaller parts. Based on that the software engineers are
able to work in parallel on the software.
Quality predictor: The software can be taken as an early predictor of the quality of a
software system.
The purposes listed above can further explain the importance of software
architecture in the process of software evolution, as there are correlations between the
above purposes and the software evolution. From blue-print perspective, the software
architecture defines the structure and behaviors of a software system. Therefore, it can
influence the detailed design process at basis. Besides, such architecture shall be
evolved to correspond to the fast-changing requirements of stakeholders. Then an
architecture shall not be taken as an easy description of a static software architecture,
but as a roadmap planning its future evolution paths. From communication vehicle
perspective, the stakeholders are usually come from different backgrounds, and they
always have conflicting concerns on what an architecture shall address more. So if the
stakeholders cannot achieve an agreement on the final design decisions, it is hard to
resolve the conflicts and set the common goals among all stakeholders. From the
perspective of quality predictor, the software architecture can be analyzed in an early
time before the system is built or an evolution path is chosen. Thus the quality predictor
comes with a strong motivation for software architecture analysis to assess the software
evolution in a high abstraction level. As P. Clements et al [27] stated the foundation of
any software is its architecture. Hence the software architectures can provide a basis for
clearly addressing the quality concerns in order to deal with the challenges in building
and evolving software systems. In detail, the software architecture analysis could be
served as frameworks for comparing and identifying the strengths and weaknesses in
different architecture design, and based on that the software architects could identify the
potential architectural drift and make the strategy for fixing during the software
18

evolution. So as the importance of quality predictor in software architecture, there’re
many research of software evolution addressed on the level of software architecture.
There is a common agreement on this research area: During the software architecture
evolution the system shall allow the changes in the software but evolve in a controlled
way [19]. The reason for addressing the software architecture evolution in a controlled
way is that if such process lacks of control, it is very easy for software architecture
evolution happened with integrating crosscutting concerns. Therefore the architectural
integrity is one important aspect which needs to be taken into consideration. Otherwise,
if such crosscutting concerns could not be handled with care, it will lead to evolvability
degradation in the long term. In order to monitor and control this inconsistency issue
there is a framework named TranSAT proposed by O. Barais et al [28]. This
framework supports an architectural aspect to explain the new concerns and its
integration into the existing architecture. By using such framework the software
architects could design the software architecture step by step at a very early stage of
controlling the software evolution.
As all illustrated above we can see if we want to control the software evolution and
avoid the software erosion in the end we need to pay more attention at the software
architecture level. So it is meaningful for us to conduct a research of generating a
software evolvability measurement framework during the process of software
architecture to measure the software’s evolvability in a context of OSS project.
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3. Related Work
3.1 Open Source Software Evolution
Open source software (OSS) development is a fast-changing and very popular
paradigm. There are growing interests on the study of software evolution in the context
of the OSS environment over the past few years. According to Scacchi [29] the OSS
evolution activity could be described as “evolutionary redevelopment, reinvention or
revitalization”. Recently with the easily accessible data about different aspects of OSS
projects which provides researchers with immense number of opportunities to validate
the prior studies of proprietary software evolution [30] there have been many studies
published on OSS features and evolution patterns by reviewing the sequences of code
versions or releases by conducting a statistical analysis.
Ivica Crnkovic et al [31] conducted a systematic literature review on the open
source software evolution. They carefully reviewed the 41 identified studies relevant
with the open source software evolution. Based on all included studies they summarized
research topics into four categories of themes:
 Software trends and patterns: The results of systematic literature review of Ivica
Crnkovic et al [31] show that many papers focus more on the use of different metrics
to evaluate OSS evolution, and very few papers address the importance of historical
evolution data for predicting OSS evolution and development. In this category when
the researchers analyze the OSS evolution the metrics they used vary a lot on the
levels of granularities, e.g, class level, file level, and module level to measure OSS
evolution. Nevertheless, for those researchers they usually interpret the same terms
with different ways, such as module, LOC, rate of growth. It may cause conflicting
conclusions draw from OSS evolution patterns as researchers are using different sets
of metrics for measuring.
 Evolution process support: The results of systematic literature review of Ivica
Crnkovic et al [31] reveal that there’re different aspects having the impact on the OSS
evolution process including commenting practice, structures, and quality
characteristics of resources like repositories, mails, bug tracking systems, as well as
the tools which support data collection for evolution analysis.
 Evolvability characteristics: As most papers focus on the category of software
trends and patterns, there’re very few papers did the research on how evolvability has
been addressed in OSS evolution. The study of Ivica Crnkovic et al [31] also reveal
that determinism, understandability, modularity, and complexity are addressed within
the primary studies which they are investigating on. But such literature review was
conducted in an early time of 2010. There are more evolvability characteristics which
are not included like changeability, extensibility, testability which are illustrated
accroding to the research of R. Brcina et al [32]. Besides continuity, and project
maturity are also relevant with the evolvability as J.-C. Deprez et al [33] mentioned in
their paper of “Defining software evolvability from a free/open-source software”. In
such paper the authors also categorizes other additional characteristics with specific
application context as doman-specific characteristics. All such findings indicate us to
clearly identify the sub-characteristics of software evolvability within OSS project
when we proposing our framework. Because when there is lack of analysis of OSS
evolvability characteristics, it will be more difficult to predict its evolution.
 Examining OSS evolution at software architecture level: According to Nakagawa
et al. [34] there is a lack of the research which investigates the relation between
software architecture and OSS, and how software architecture impact the OSS
evolution. The scarcity of studies on architectural-level evolution of OSS leads to the
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most software evolution was examined at source code level and lack of the
examination on architecture. And this inspired our research on an architectural view.
3.2 Software Evolvability
As we have already listed three different but commonly used definitions of
“software evolvability” we will make a detailed discussion of the motivation for
choosing the most appropriate definition here firstly. For this research we are going to
measure the evolvability in open source software(OSS) evolution, and it highly
addresses the architecture integrity, besides the the OSS can be maintained and
developed all the time which requires the change satisfied through the whole lifecycle.
Such features are all included in the definition of D. Rowe et al. [5]. So for this thesis
study we will follow D. Rowe et al. [5] definition which describes Software
evolvability as a composite quality that allows a system’s architecture to accommodate
change in a cost effective manner while maintaining the integrity of whole architecture.
As the evolvability shall be taken at a high level of a system’s ability to accept
change. When we do the research on software evolvability several relevant quality
characteristics shall be taken into consideration. Here we introduced existing research
of software quality models as 3.2.1 shows as below. Then section 3.2.2 will give an
analysis of the software evolvability in quality models. At last section 3.2.3 will present
the comparison and discussion of several existing evolvability evaluation framework
and reveals why it is important to propose our framework. Based on that the research
gap could defined well here.
3.2.1

Quality Models
The software quality model provides a framework for evaluating all kinds of
software qualities. It describes and measures the complex quality criteria by breaking
them down into concrete subcharacteristics. Some commonly used quality models are
Boehm’s quality model [35], ISO 9126 [15], McCall’s quality model [36], Dromey’s
quality model [37], FURPS quality model [38], and ISO 25000 [56].
Boehm’s quality model [35]: Boehm introduced his quality model for evaluating
the software’s quality automatically and quantitatively. Boehm’s quality model
represents a hierarchical structure of characteristics, each of which contributes to the
total quality. The model begins with the software’s general utility. The high-level
characteristics represent basic- level requirements of actual use. Such general utility is
refined as follow.
 Portability: It refers to an ability of the product to transit into another hardwaresoftware environment.
 Utility: It illustrates how well (reliable, easy, efficiency) can I use it as-is. And it can
be refined as reliability, efficiency and human engineering.
 Maintainability: It illustrates how easy is it to understand, modify and retest. It could
be further refined into testability, understandability (Code possesses the characteristic
understandability to the extent that its purpose is clear to the inspector.), and
modifiability (Code possesses the characteristic modifiability to the extent that it
facilitates the incorporation of changes, once the nature of the desired change has
been determined.)
It is clear that the Boehm’s quality model represents a hierarchical structure of
characteristics. The lowest level of characteristics hierarchy in Boehm’s model is the
primitive characteristics metrics hierarchy. And such primitive characteristics provide
the foundation for defining qualities metrics (which was one of the goals when Boehm
constructed his quality model). Consequently, the model presents one or more metrics
aiming at measuring the given primitive characteristic. To understand the hierarchy of
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Boehm’s quality well the Boehm’s software quality characteristics tree is shown as
below.

Figure 3: Boehm’s software quality characteristics tree

ISO 9126 quality model [15]: It is the only one model which identifies and
evaluates the quality of a software product from different perspectives. For the
characteristics observed by the end-user from software product are external quality
characteristics. For those characteristics relate to software development process and
contexts are internal quality characteristics. All external characteristics could be
measured, determined or influenced by internal characteristics. This model contains six
characteristics: functionality, reliability, efficiency, maintainability, portability, and
usability.
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McCall’s quality model [36]: Just like the Boehm’s quality model this is also a
model refines the characteristics in a hierarchical structure. This quality model is
presented by Jim McCall et al [39] and it is firstly generated from the US military and
primary aimed towards system developers and its development process. The main
purpose of this model is to mitigate the gap between users and developers by addressing
the software quality factors which represent the views of users’ and developers’
priorities. There are three perspectives addressed for this quality model:
 Product operation: It refers to an ability of the product to be quickly understood,
operated and available for providing the results required by the user. It contains
correctness, efficiency, reliability (system’s ability not to fail), integrity (protection of
the program from unauthorized access), and usability.
 Product revision: It refers to the ability to undergo changes. It includes
maintainability (the effort needed to locate and fix a fault in the program within its
environment), flexibility (the ease of making changes required by changing in its
operating environment), and testability (the ease of testing the program, to ensure that
it is error-free and meets its specification).
 Product transition: It is the system’s adaptability to new environments. It includes
portability ( the effort required to transfer a program from one environment to
another), reusability ( the ease of reusing software in a different operating
environment) and interoperability ( the effort required to couple the system to another)
The structure of McCall’s quality model can presented as Figure 4 shown as below.

Figure 4: The triangle of quality of the McCall quality model

Dromey’s quality model [37]: Dromey proposes a product based quality model
that recognizes quality evaluation differs for each product and the focus of this quality
model is attempting to connect software product properties with software quality
attributes. To illustrate the structure of this quality model well a principle of Dromey’s
quality model is shown as below.
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Figure 5: Principles of Dromey’s Quality Model











As the figure shows the high-level product properties for the implementation
quality model include:
Correctness: It used to evaluate whether there are some basic principles are violated,
with functionality and reliability as software quality attributes.
Internal: It measures how well a component has been deployed based on the software
quality attributes referring to its intended use, maintainability, efficiency, and
reliability.
Contextual: It deals with the external influences on the use of a component, with
maintainability, reusability, portability, and reliability as software quality attributes.
Descriptive: It measures the descriptiveness of a component, with maintainability,
reusability, portability, and usability as software quality attributes.
Compared with the other quality models the characteristics with regard to process
maturity and reusability are more explicit. One disadvantage of such model is
associated with reliability and maintainability, as it is not feasible to judge them that
two attributes of a system before it is actually operational in the production area [40].
FURPS quality model [38]: It is a later and less renown model that is structured
almost same with the two quality models like McCall’s quality model and Boehm’s
quality model. The FURPS-categories are of two different types: Functional (F) and
Non-functional (URPS). Such categories could be used as both product requirements as
well as in evaluating the product quality. And this quality model takes the following
characteristics into consideration:
Functionality: It may contain feature sets, capabilities, and security.
Usability: It includes human factors, consistency in the user interface, online and
context-sensitive help, wizards, user documentation, and training materials.
Reliability: It includes frequency and severity of failure, recoverability, predictability,
accuracy, and mean time between failures (MTBF).
Performance: It imposes conditions on functional requirements such as speed,
efficiency, availability, accuracy, throughput, response time, recovery time, and
resource usage.
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Supportability: It includes testability, extensibility, adaptability, maintainability,
compatibility, configurability, serviceability, installability, and localizability
/internationalization.
Within all those characteristics this quality model shall begin with two steps with
setting priorities and defining quality attributes for measuring. One disadvantage of this
model is that it fails to take the software portability into account.
ISO 25000 [56]: It is a quite new and complete model that contains the most
quality characteristics for evaluation. The relevant characteristics are: functional
suitability (correctness, completeness, interoperability), performance efficiency,
compatibility, usability, reliability, security, maintainability, portability.

3.2.2

Software Evolvability Analysis
As we illustrated before the software evolvability is not explicitly addressed in the
current quality models. In order to figure out the correlations of the sub-characteristics
of quality model with software evolvability. A table which shows the quality
characteristics addressed in quality models is listed as below.
Table 3: Quality characteristics addressed in quality models

Quality Characteristics
Adaptability
Compatibility
Correctness
Efficiency
Extensibility
Flexibility
Human Engineering
Integrity
Interoperability
Maintainability
Modifiability
Performance
Portability
Reliability
Reusability
Supportability
Testability
Understandability
Usability

McCall

X
X
X
X
X
X

Boehm

X

ISO9126

X
X

X

X

Dromey

ISO
25000
X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

FURPS

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

It is very clear to see that even the software evolvability is one of the most
important quality attributes, the term of evolvability is not clearly used among the
current quality models. The most addressed quality attribute is maintainability, as the
most current study of maintain the software to avoid of decay is still addressed on the
period of software maintenance. Nevertheless, several quality attributes are correlated
to software evolvability, e.g., adaptability, extensibility, modifiablity, reliability,
understandability, and maintainability. But according to Rowe D et al. [41]. The quality
attribute evolvability covers more aspects Therefore it is important to differentiate the
evolvability from maintainability. Ivica Crnkovic et al. [12] proposed a software
evolvability model by analyzing and evaluating the software evolvability. In this model
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the software evolvability is refined into a collection of sub-characteristics which could
be measured through relevant measuring attributes. Such software evolvability model
[12] is shown as below.

Figure 6: Software Evolvability Model

According to Ivica Crnkovic et al [12]. This proposed model is inspired from ISO
9126 quality model. It breaks down the complex quality criteria into pieces of concrete
sub-characteristics. In this model the measuring attributes which can be explicitly
quantified is measured by metrics. For those sub-characteristics which are difficult to be
quantified like architectural integrity. It will make appropriate reasoning about the
quality of service (QoS). This model is compared with all the quality models we
described in section 3.2.1 and the sub-characteristics identified in this model are:
analyzability, architectural integrity, changeability, extensibility, portability, testability,
and domain-specific. For this thesis we are basically follow this model but the subcharacteristics will be identified differently as we are going to propose an evolvability
measurement framework for OSS.
3.2.3

Software Evolvability Evaluation Framework in Current Work
According to our research we investigated that there are four existing frameworks
about the software evolvability evaluation. Now we will make a comparison of them as
below, then after such discussion we could identify the research gap which is also
relevant with the creation of research questions of our thesis study.
Bixin Li et al. [10] proposed an architecture evolution metric process to view the
software evolution in the perspective of architecture, in this framework the reliability is
taken as one of the evolvability relevant quality attribute for measuring, and the
measuring technique is based on UML. But the other evolvability relevant
characteristics are not taken for measuring.
U.Vora [11] proposed an activity metamodel to use the activities of an application
as precepts to manage and control the software evolvability during the software
evolution lifespan, and then the complexity and modullarity are chosen for measuring
as they are relevant with software evolvability.
As we illustrated before, Ivica Crnkovic et al [12] proposed a software evolvability
model to divide the evolvability quality into relevant sub quality attributes for
measuring repectively, however there is no defined measuring methods of this software
evolvability model.
Among all those frameworks we could see that firstly there is no framework
proposed for the evolvability evaluation in OSS context, and the architecture evolution
metric process [10], activity metamodel [11] are only used for measuring one or two
evolvability relevant quality attribute without the evaluation of software evolvability in
general. The software evolvability model [12] divided the evolvability into several
relevant sub-characteristics but it is lack of evolvability measuring method.
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4. Research Questions and Research Methodology
The purpose of this study is to propose a framework for measuring software
evolvability in the context of OSS. Based on the research gap illustrated previously in
related work we will first form the aims and objectives of our study by discussing the
research gap identified in related work. Later we will formulate the research questions
for fixing up the research gap discussed above. After that relevant research
methodologies will selected and motivated well for answering the research questions
proposed. The research methods selected in this paper are literature review, and case
study.
In section 4.1 aims and objectives will be given. After aims and objectives the
research questions are presented in section 4.2. Later the research questions will
presented with themselves’ methods below in section 4.3. At last we will make a
mapping of the research question and research method in section 4.4. The selection and
motivation of research methodologies are shown as detailed as section 4.4.1 and section
4.4.2.
4.1 Aim and Objectives
The main aim of this thesis study is to propose a framework which can measure the
software evolvability in the context of OSS. Unlike the other evolvability measurement
frameworks we want our framework could measure the evolvability generally in an
architecture level which means we not going to select one or two sub-characteristics for
measuring.
In order to meet the aim of our research several research objectives are depicted as
following.
1. The OSS evolvability shall get measured in general with all its relevant aspects.
2. The OSS evolvability measurement framework needs to be complete and clearly
illustrated for users to implement.
3. The proposed framework shall have its value on helping OSS users to monitor
the OSS evolution status and could be useful to some OSS projects.
4.2 Research Question
To fix up the gap generated from the above-mentioned research purposes, the
research questions are formulated here as below:
RQ1: When we measure the software evolvability of open source software what
aspects or attributes are relevant to its evolvability?
RQ1.1: What are the differences between the evolvability of OSS software and non
OSS software?
RQ2: How we measure the software evolvability of open source software?
RQ2.1: Are there existing quantitative or qualitative evolvability measuring
methods, and what are their differences of function?
RQ2.2: In what way can we produce a software evolvability measurement
framework of open source software?
RQ3: How quick could this framework used for measuring the software
evolvability in an OSS context？
First of all RQ1 addresses at the “what” perspective to illustrate the nature of
software evolvability and investigates its driving elements for the further measurement.
Secondly the RQ2 addresses at the “how” perspective to figure out the necessary
software evolvability measurement process which can conducted step by step. At last
RQ3 requires a sufficient validation of the proposed OSEM framework in the context of
OSS environment. Besides the OSS is really changing fast so there is no meaning if the
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framework needs a long time for measuring evolvability. Based on that we not only
want to validate our framework in an OSS context, but also want to know how long it
will cost. We believe the answering to RQ3 could help other researchers take as a
reference when they want to use our framework to measure the software evolvability of
the OSS which they want to measure.
4.3 Research Questions within Their Research Methodologies
Table 4: A matching between research questions and methodologies

Research questions

Research Methodology

RQ1: When we measure the software Literature Review
evolvability of open source software what
aspects or attributes are relevant to its
evolvability?
RQ2: How we measure the software Literature Review
evolvability of open source software?
RQ3:
How quick could this framework Case Study
used for measuring the software evolvability
in an OSS context？
To extract the necessary sub-characteristics relevant with an open source software
project and proposing the software evolvability measurement framework we can first
conduct a literature review to figure out what other researchers have done about which
sub-characteristics could be measured with some specified methods. And what
processes could be included to form a framework we need. So a literature review is
necessary to be conducted to answer the RQ1 and RQ2 appropriately. Later the RQ3 is
asking for how to evaluate the proposed framework. In this thesis we choose an open
source software project for conducting a case study to validate the framework. The
motivation of choosing Literature review and case study will explained with more
details in section 4.4.1 and 4.4.2.
4.4 Mapping Research Question to Research Methodology
Based on the relationship between research question and its relevant methodology
we formulate the general research design as shown in Figure 7. We are conducting two
research methodologies which are literature review and case study. The RQ1 and RQ2
could be solved by literature review to fix the knowledge gap to help form the required
framework. Then the RQ3 is answered by a case study in VLC media player which is
an open source project to verify such proposed framework.
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Figure 7: Relation between research methods and research questions

4.4.1

Literature Review
According to Kitchenham’s guidelines [42] the systematic literature review is
extremely suitable for summarizing the existing evidence to identify, evaluate, and
interpret a particular research question or phenomenon. For the RQ1 and RQ2 we have
previously reviewed many literatures which aim at illustrating the software evolution by
using the quality attributes defined in the existing quality model. As currently among
most studies the software evolvability is not explicitly addressed, and even there are
quite a few researchers get started their study on this problem but all such information
is mentioned trivial among many literature. To conduct our literature review method
well we will not only choose the database searches but also do some backward
snowballing. As Wohlin [43] described snowballing is a process which finds relevant
citations of the selected studies and retrieves them until no more relevant studies are
obtained. Based on the previously literature finding from database searches method we
took before we can make our literature review more efficiently. In our thesis study the
RQ1 and RQ2 are posted for figuring out the knowledge gap issue which is very
important to take within its results into the framework we proposed. In this situation
literature review is the most suitable methodology for helping us to answer the RQ1 and
RQ2 as the current research could give us a good understanding of what is OSS
evolvability and how to analyze it. Comparing with other methodologies like survey,
interview we could not make sure we can find the appropriate and very experienced
OSS developers offering us good enough data for figuring out the software evolvability
in OSS evolution, and as the RQ2 is asking for the measuring methods for evaluating
OSS evolvability We don’t believe the normal OSS developers can do that good as
researchers. The OSS developers could have the concept of keeping OSS architecture
evolvable, but they just do some coding and maintain the specific OSS project all the
time.
According to the research conducted by Jalali and Wohlin [44] it is recommended
that snowballing from articles’ reference list shall be used in addition to the searches in
databases. Compared to the systematic database searches require formulating search
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strings for each database, the snowballing does not require searching in more than one
database.It reveals with high relevance on finding papers focus on more detailed aspects.
In our study after the previously systematic database searching a backward snowballing
could help us identify the relevant papers which can help building the framework with a
high efficiency. The conduction of our literature review method and data analysis is
given both in chapter 5 and chapter 7. In the end the answers for RQ1 and RQ2 from
the analysis of selected studies will illustrated in chapter 8.
4.4.2

Case Study
According to Runeson’s guidelines [45] the case study is very suitable approach for
many kinds of software engineering research. It can make researchers’ observation
more clear and visible by implementing their research on a very specific and real case.
Even the case study is criticized for narrow value and hard to generalize, but it always
could provide a much deeper understanding of the phenomena under study. In our study
after answering to the RQ1 and RQ2 we will have the most important information we
need to add in our proposed framework. With the framework built eventually we then
want to know the validity of it. So the RQ3 is posted naturally to figure out whether
such proposed framework works. In this thesis study the methodology we chose for
verifying our framework is case study. As runeson et al. [45] also mentioned in their
guidelines paper, the case study is not the only one suitable approach to do some
observations of the software engineering research such as survey, controlled experiment.
The motivation of selection of case study in our research is shown as below.
First of all our framework is proposed to evaluate the evolvability of the OSS
project, and it has clearly defined the relevant evolvability sub-characteristics for OSS
users to choose the relevant characteristics to evaluate based on the specific OSS
project they want to measure its evolvability, and with the evolvability measuring
metrics used in our framework we could present a result of the improvement solutions
to the OSS users, which could help them to take as an input to design and evolve the
OSS architecture. The survey is apparently not suitable here as when we can implement
our framework (OSS is accessible for everyone) and get the result why shall we choose
the survey to conduct an interview or questionnaire to verify our framework. Because
that will only be a lightweight evaluation. Then for controlled experiment as it is
categorized by “measuring the effects of manipulating one variable on another variable”
[46]. It is largely used for evaluation of the theoretical research like the new proposed
model, new proposed algorithm design, etc. We noticed that the controlled experiment
is commonly used in software reengineering research as most theoretical framework
addressed always mentioned the importance of efficiency, as they focused more on
maintaining and increasing the performance of legacy system. So a controlled
experiment could be helpful for them understanding the validity of any new theoretical
model they proposed as it directly answers them what happen before and after the
implementation of the model they proposed. However our framework is proposed to
identify the evolvability status of OSS project, we only want to know whether it works
and is there some limitation on its implementation. Beside the efficiency is not among
the OSS evolvability sub-characteristics checklists present in chapter 8. So conducting
an experiment could not help us that much.
Also according to the Runeson’s guidelines [45], the process of case study could
categorized as case study design, preparation for data collection, data collection and
analysis, reporting. The detailed conduction of case study is shown in chapter 6, and the
result analysis and discussion is presented in chapter 7. With all data analyzed well the
RQ3 could answered in chapter 8.
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5. Creation of Framework
For this chapter we will show the process of creation of Open Source Software
Evolvability Measurement (OSEM) framework by conducting the literature review
method. As illustrated before in research methodology part the research method used
for formulating the final framework here is a literature review combined with backward
snowballing. By conducting such research method detailed in this section we are
available to retrieve all necessary knowledge to form the OSEM framework.
5.1 Search Strategy
At first we defined a search strategy process by referring to Kitchenham’s
guidelines [42] to guide our review research with a good quality. The process of search
strategy is shown as below.

Figure 8: Search Strategy

First we need to scope the main databases for us to conduct searching and try to
find more resources. Then we identify the search strings and structure them in an
appropriate way to search in the databases. After that the search results will be assessed
with the search criteria, if the papers meets the criteria and available to answer some or
part of the RQ1 we can have a quick view of all those papers and select some most
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important to do some backward snowballing. Otherwise, we will refine the search
strings to repeat the procedure of searching.
5.2 Choice of Database
In order to retrieve more relevant papers as possible we need to select the databases
which shall cover most aspects and sources of engineering papers, besides it also could
be easier for user to do some advance searching. Considering for such elements we
finally select the databases as below
1. ACM
2. Inspec
3. IEEE Xplore
5.3 Search Criteria
After we selected the databases for searching we need to document the selection, so
we define the include criteria and exclude criteria for searching the relevant resources.
Considering the literature review we conducted here is mainly use for answering the
RQ1 and RQ2. We aim at including the study about software evolvability analysis with
some quality attributes among open source software (OSS) study. It shall focus on the
software architecture level and relevant analysis approaches shall be discussed. Besides,
the papers published on journals, conferences and workshops are usually regarded as
high quality we will also prioritize reviewing such resources. In order to avoid the out
of trend research we filtered the papers published from year 2000 to 2016. At last we
need to exclude the papers have no relation with the area of software engineering, and
the software architecture related to software evolvability. The inclusion criteria and
exclusion criteria is listed as below
Include criteria:
1. Directly or indirectly answer the RQ1 and RQ2 within its sub questions
2. Studies from 2000 to 2016
3. Studies of peer-reviewed journals, conferences, and workshops
4. Focus on the software architecture related to the issue of software evolvability
within the context of open source software (OSS)
5. The software architecture mentioned before shall focus on the process,
framework, and the approaches on the analysis of software evolvability
Exclude criteria:
1. Studies are not related with area of software engineering
2. Studies illustrated the architecture but not related to the research of software
evolvability
3. Results are irrelevant based on abstract and title, we will discard all those papers
only address on the software maintenance.
4. Duplicated studies
5.4 Review Protocol
The review protocol that we formulated based on the systematic literature review
guidelines and procedures proposed by Kitchenham [42]. This protocol specifies the
background for the review, research questions, search strategy, study selection criteria,
data extraction, and synthesis of the extracted data. The protocol was mainly developed
by us in a relatively independent way, and was then exchange reviewed by each other to
reduce bias. After many rounds of meetings we reach a consensus on what studies shall
contain and what shall be discarded.
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5.5 Search String Identification
To propose an appropriate OSEM framework we need to make up the knowledge
gap which we presented as RQ1 and RQ2 previously at first. The initial search shall
contain as more relevant information as possible. Considering that we decided to take
the initial search terms into the thesaurus website to explore the more search possibility.
Therefore the synonyms will go with the related initial keywords to have a first round
of search.
For each defined keywords, we search for related synonyms as shown in Table 5.
All the synonyms are based on the results of thesaurus website.
Table 5: Keywords’ synonyms

Keywords
Software
evolution
evolvability
Open source

Synonyms
Application, program
Change, transformation
N/A
N/A

Based on the keywords within relevant synonyms we then formulate the first search
terms for exploring the first round searching. Such search terms are identified as below.
(( (((($software) WN KY) AND (($application) WN KY)) AND (($program) WN
KY)) AND (2000-2016 WN YR)) AND ( (((($software) WN KY) OR (($application)
WN KY)) OR (($program) WN KY)) AND (2000-2016 WN YR)) AND
( (((($evolution) WN KY) OR (($change) WN KY)) OR (($transformation) WN KY))
AND (2000-2016 WN YR)) AND ( (($evolvability) WN KY) AND (2000-2016 WN
YR)) AND ( (($open $source) WN KY) AND (2000-2016 WN YR)))
Table 6: Search result for the conducted search string

Data Source
ACM
IEEE Xplore
Inspec

Result
18
7
23

Relevant
6
4
3

As the table 6 shows there are 48 results in total, we used the zotero as a tool for
reference storage and sorting. Such publications are all checked against the inclusion
and exclusion criteria, and the duplicated publications also need to be removed. Then
we have 23 remaining publications. After that we make a further filtering by reading
titles and abstracts. In the end, 13 studies are selected from the process of systematic
literature review. Such results are stored as Appendix A to explore a more relevant and
detailed literature for answering the RQ1 and RQ2 by backward snowballing. We firstly
review such 13 included studies by ranking their citation frequency. The citation
numbers are obtained from Google Scholar. Then we make a list of all those 13 studies
ranking from high to low. It is shown below as table 7.
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Table 7: Most cited studied

Ranking
Study
Cited by
1
S6
103
2
S5
69
3
S7
32
4
S10
20
5
S4
18
6
S2
16
7
S9
16
8
S1
10
9
S8
10
10
S12
8
11
S11
4
12
S3
2
13
S13
0
We firstly reviewed the 7 papers which are cited above 16 times at first round to
explore the literatures by backward snowballing. We carefully reviewed the conclusion
and related work part of such 7 papers to dig out more relevant literatures to review.
Later we repeated the same reviewing way on the rest 6 papers to explore more, at last
we combined the new searched studies with the beforehand 13 papers to form the
Appendix B. The data analysis and synthesis will mainly base on the Appendix B.
5.6 Quality Assessment
In order to ascertain the credibility of the identified study and guide the
interpretation of findings in the included studies and ensure its relevance for data
analysis and synthesis. There are some quality criteria we defined for verifying such
selected studies as follow.
 The study clearly identified which context the research is carried out.
 The study’s purposes are strictly evaluated by the execution of appropriate research
method.
 The study clearly identified what kind of research method is used and how to analyse
the data
 The study shall make a clearly description on what kind of contribution their work
has made on the software evolution area.
5.7 Data Extraction and Synthesis
The data extraction and synthesis is conducted by thoroughly reading each of the 30
papers and extracting relevant data with management of Zotero and Excel. In order to
keep a good control of content analysis, the data extraction will be driven by the form
depicted in table 8 as below.
Table 8: Data extraction for each study

Extracted Data
Bibliographic references
Focus of the study
Research method used for data
collection
Application context
Architecture-centric activity

Description
Author, year of publication, title
Main research area, aims and objectives of the study
Included approaches for design of study
Description of the context and application settings
Software architecture activity on which study is focused
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After the data extracted we will do the analysis and synthesis of all such data and
define how results could be encapsulated. The results of the analysis and synthesis will
be detailed illustrated later in the Chapter 7 results analysis and discussion. The answers
for RQ1 and RQ2 will be presented in Chapter 8 conclusion and future work. With the
literature review methodology fully conducted we can get an overview of the current
research area and answered the RQ1 and RQ2. Based on that we then can build up our
framework as shown in section 5.8
5.8 Open Source Software Evolvability Measurement Framework Proposed
5.8.1

Quality Attribute Measurement Framework
Within RQ1 and RQ2 answered previously we have the basic knowledge of the
sub-characteristics of the software evolvability in OSS environment. And some relevant
measurement methods are also figured out from the review results. But before the
formulation of the OSEM framework we need firstly do an investigation of the general
process of the measurement of software quality attributes in the software architectural
level. There is already one basic quality attribute measurement framework defined by
SEI [47]. Such framework is shown as below.

Figure 9: Quality attribute measurement framework

In this framework the stimulus comes from the outside source. Such source could
be a person or a system which interacts with the artifact to measure its quality attributes.
The environment refers to the statement of the target system and a illustration of its
context during the process of quality measurement. The measure is the expected value
of response which includes the potential solutions corresponds to the relevant quality
attributes’ problems.
Such framework will be a basis model for guiding us to formulate the final
framework as needed. What we do is to extend this “quality attribute measurement
framework” and combine with the “evolvability model” which depicted in the related
work section before to form the OSEM framework as needed. Based on the basic
quality attribute measurement framework we take consideration of architectural
concerns throughout the OSS system development and evolution lifecycle, and then
check the architectural requirements with the software evolvability’s sub-characteristics
in the context of OSS environment.
5.8.2

Open Source Software Evolvability Measurement Framework
The most special feature of such OSS evolvability measurement process is that it
takes the architectural concerns into consideration at a very beginning time, and it is
engaged throughout the whole software evolution lifespan. As the software evolvability
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highly based on the driving architectural requirements are relevant with software’s
evolution. The formulation of such requirements becomes extremely important, which
clearly explains why we take the architectural concerns into the consideration of
proposing our framework. Because we need to firstly elicit the architectural concerns
then generate the driving architectural requirements.
As such measurement framework is focused on the architectural concerns, it will
depend on the participation of various roles like architects, developers, and users. But
the framework we propose here is for measuring the evolvability within an OSS
environment. For the the more details about how we are going to analyze and elicit the
architectural concerns we will illustrate later as following in the description of OSEM
framework.
After the architectural requirements we have got, we can make a mapping of the
driving architectural requirements with the evolvability characteristics. In this phase we
will fully consider the context and unique feature of the specific OSS project we are
choosing to evaluate and then select and prioritize the relevant sub-characteristics of
evolvability. Then we will use the measuring method to measure such evolvability
characteristics respectively.
At last the results from the OSS evolvability measurement framework could
provide a valuable input to the architects and relevant developers to design and evolve
the OSS architecture.
Such OSEM Framework is proposed as below.

Figure 10: Open source software evolvability measurement framework

A change stimulus is an event which causes the architecture to react with or make a
change, and therefore turns to be the driver of software evolvability analysis process. A
change stimuli could be a functional requirement from customers (e.g., low latency time,
improve the design of the login interface...), or a goal for the OSS project (e.g., be more
productive for all the features developed in each project release...) or an adaption for the
future technology trends. It is really important for the analysis of the implications of a
change stimulus to be taken into consideration of architectural concerns before
articulating the potential architectural requirements.
During the OSEM Framework there’s a process which is the elicitation of
architectural concerns with the brainstorming technique by using personas method.
Such method is inspired from the elicitation of requirements in the research area of
requirements engineering. According to Lausen [48] there’re several techniques usually
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used for the elicitation of requirements such as: observations, brainstorming, focus
group, requirements workshop, prototyping, and questionnaire. In our case, we need to
elicit the architectural concerns for the OSS project. It is difficult to gather the
developers or architects who are relevant with the specified OSS project together and
conduct a questionnaire, requirements workshop or something else method. So we will
choose the brainstorming way by using the personas method to elicit the architectural
concerns for the specified OSS project which we’re going to measure its evolvability.
As illustrated in Lausen’s book [48] the output of brainstorming technique is not that
correct as workshops. Many unrealistic ideas will generated, some are even low
relevant. So in order to mitigate the risk of generating many unrealistic architectural
concerns we will take the personas method to simulate the workshop discussion
environment by give each participant a specific role to play.
The related artifacts in the OSS evolvability measurement process include:
 Change stimuli:
A change stimuli refers to a change condition which needs to be considered from the
architectural perspective. Change stimuli could take as the starting stage of the OSS
evolvability measuring process. It could be a concrete change, a future change which we
know will happen or the uncertain change that we currently don’t know. All these change
stimuli have impact on the software system in terms of its architectural evolution and
relevant quality attributes. In the end the change stimuli will result in a collection of the
architectural requirements for the OSS architecture need to adapt to.
 Elicitation of architectural concerns:
The IEEE 1471-2000 [24] also defines the architectural concerns as “interests which
pertain to the system’s development, its operation or any other aspects that are critical or
otherwise important to one or more stakeholders. Concerns include the system
considerations such as performance, reliability, and evolvability.” For our thesis research
we only pay attention on the evolvability concerns.
1) Elicit the architectural concerns
The metric we use here is brainstorming technique by using personas method. The
motivation and necessity of choosing such approach is well explained before. So in this
part we will only detail explain the process of the conduction of the brainstorming method
with personas. As illustrated by C. Mayas [49] there is a spiral model of the requirements
engineering activities. It shows that before the formulation of the final requirements
document there are several steps we cannot neglect which is the analysis and
communication, and validation. Such processes ensure the implications of the change
stimuli shall be analyzed well among the different involved stakeholders and a common
consensus shall reached by taking each stakeholder’s view into consideration. As the
method we conduct for the elicitation of the architectural concerns is brainstorming with
personas. And C. Mayas [49] based on that to propose the core personas conduction
activity as following.
A. Identifying variables and values
In this process before the creation of the pattern of personas and fulfill its contents
and reach a final consensus. We need to firstly list the operationalization of the activities,
attitudes, aptitudes, motivations and skills relevant with the potential users, and in respect
to the OSS project.
B. Identifying patterns
Make a mapping of the processed user data to a value of each variable. Then such
values are analyzed and classified into the behavioral disposition. Based on that the
pattern will build the basis for the creation of the “skeleton” of the personas. In order to
make the creation of the personas more clearly we propose a personas pattern used for
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eliciting the architectural concerns as Appendix C. It gives a guidance to start the analysis
of personas.
C. Describing personas
In this process we will fulfill the identified personas pattern with demographic
variables which includes the name, age, hobbies, some attributes of the character, and
also a personal story.
D. Validating personas
In this process an analysis of the each personas data and the complains from the
personal story which refers to the change stimuli shall discussed well among all relevant
stakeholders by a simulation of brainstorming discussion conducted by us two students.
After all we will make an agreement on what architectural concerns shall retain for
evolvability measurement of the proposed framework.
2) Formulate the potential architectural requirements
After the architectural concerns elicited from the brainstorming technique by using
personas method we can then list the potential architectural requirements as such
requirements are important for accommodating with the change stimuli.
 List and reason the sub-characteristics of evolvability need to be measured:
In this part we just list all the OSS evolvability relevant sub-characteristics which
could be measured from the data analysis and synthesis of the conduction of literature
review. So we discard those sub-characteristics which are relevant with OSS evolvability
but hard to measure. All the discussion about this issue is presented in chapter 7. Here we
just list the final result for answering RQ1 here in our OSEM framework. The answering
of RQ1 is well illustrated in chapter 8. All the evolvability sub-chracteristics are shown as
below:
Analysability, architecture integrity, changeability & extensibility, traceability,
portability, maintainability, domain specific characteristics
All those sub-characteristics are relevant with the OSS evolvability based on our
literature review study. And for different OSS situation the selection of such subcharacteristics might be different. So it will depend on the specific situation of the OSS
project which need to measure its evolvability.
 Apply the measurement method:
In this part we chose the evolvability qualitative metrics [50] as the evolvability
measuring method in our framework. The selection of the measuring approaches is
discussed well in chapter 7. But there is only one thing we need to mention which is that
even we mostly follow such evolvability qualitative metrics [50] there is still one
difference: we add one process of “Prioritize the evolvability sub-characteristics for
measuring”. The detailed description of the qualitative evolvability measuring method
used in our thesis is presented in section 5.8.3.
 Take the results as the input for designing and developing OSS architecture:
As Jilles van gurp et al [9] mentioned with the bad design decisions accumulate
gradually on software architecture, the software system will decay eventually. So it is
actually meaningful to use such proposed framework to measure the OSS evolvability
throughout the OSS evolution lifecycle. Because this activity can make sure that the
architectural design decisions made are appropriate for OSS evolution. With the
measuring results generated from the OSEM framework, the OSS relevant
developers/users could propose the candidate architectural solutions. The candidate
architectural solutions are alternative solutions which can reflect the design decisions.
And the candidate architectural solutions include the following information:
1) Problem description: It describes the problem and the defects encountered with
the original design of the architecture.
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2) Requirement: It refers to the new requirement that the software architecture need
to accommodate with
3) Improvement: It refers to the solution which is proposed to re-correct the bad
design decision at an architectural level.
4) Architectural consequences: It describes the implications of the proposed
candidate architectural solutions on the quality attribute.
5.8.3

Qualitative Evolvability Measuring Method Description
The evolvability qualitative metrics [50] starts with the analysis of the potential
architectural requirements, and continues with the mapping of the identified architectural
requirements with the sub-characteristics of software evolvability. Unlike the process of
original evolvability qualitative metrics [50] we add one process of “Prioritize the
evolvability sub-characteristics for measuring” as step 1.2. Then an analysis of the
relevant evolvability characteristics will conduct respectively by identifying the
architectural constructs (e.g., software components, subsystems). Later the refactoring
solutions/architectural improvement solutions will give with their implications also.
Through the analysis of such implication an evolution path will be clear with respect to
evolvability sub-characteristics. In the end the OSS developers/users could take the
results from the measurement of evolvability as the input for designing and developing
OSS architecture.
The qualitative architecture evolvability measuring method will detailed described as
follow, and it divided into two main phases.
Phase 1: Analysis and synthesis of the requirements of change stimuli on software
architecture.
This phase starts with the potential architectural requirements and the software
evolvability sub-characteristics are already listed. This phase includes two steps:
 Step 1.1: Mapping the identified architectural requirements with the subcharacteristics of software evolvability.
After the conduction of the elicitation of the architectural concerns and the selection
among the relevant evolvability sub-characteristics we then need to discuss together
among us authors for this thesis to make the identified architectural requirements are
checked against the evolvability sub-characteristics in order to make a match between
them.
 Step 1.2: Prioritize the evolvability sub-characteristics for measuring.
In order to make the measurement with high efficiency and set up a common
understanding of the importance of the architectural requirements with relevant to the
evolvability sub-characteristics we need to prioritize all the evolvability subcharacteristics with their requirements for measuring. Such prioritization will be checked
against the roles playing by personas approach, when the different opinions happen the
most experienced personas player will make the final decision to reach a common
consensus.
Phase 2: Analysis and enhancement of the software architecture to accommodate with
the change stimuli
This phase addresses the identification and enhancement of the architectural constructs
which need to be refactored, and it contains three steps:
 Step 2.1: Identify the the architectural constructs for corresponding to the identified
sub-characteristics
During this step we mainly focus on identifying the architectural constructs (e.g.,
software components, subsystems) which related to the each identified requirement.
Identify the refactoring architectural components for each identified
 Step 2.2:
sub-characteristics
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After the architectural components identified with respect to the requirements
identified before, we will then identify the components which need refactoring to satisfy
the prioritized requirements.
 Step
2.3:
Propose and assess the potential refactoring solutions/architectural
improvement solutions
Refactoring solutions/architectural improvement solutions will be identified and shall
taken into consideration of the creation of design decisions to fulfill the need for
measuring the prioritized architectural requirements derived from the phase 1. In the end
the implication of the refactoring solutions/architectural improvement solutions proposed
in this step could help OSS developers/users to present the result of measuring the OSS
evolvability by conducting our OSEM framework. For more detailed information about
the result presentation is well illustrated above.
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6. Case Study
In the previous chapter we have already introduced the OSEM framework for
measuring the OSS evolvability, and this chapter describes the validation. The case
selection process, overview context of the case study, planning and conduction of the
case study is detailed illustrated in this chapter, data analysis will placed in chapter 7. In
the end we draw the conclusion to answer the RQ3 in chapter 8.
6.1 Case Selection and Overview
 Case selection
Before we go further to the conduction of case study, we will first illustrate the
process of the selection of our case which is the VLC media player. The case for us to
select need to be easy with retrieving the latest source code, the frequency of the
updating with its source code among its OSS community shall be high, which means
the requirements of such OSS is fast-changing, and it will be better with many available
versions on the different platforms or operating systems. As the goal for conducting this
case study is to validate the OSEM framework we proposed. We’d like to measure the
more evolvability sub-characteristics as possible, so we want to start with an OSS case
with a good portability already. For those OSS which can only run one specific
platform or operating system, it will be hard for us to measure its portability as the
architecture knowledge limitation we have. Such process is shown as Figure 11 as
below.

Figure 11: The process for selecting the case as a case study

For this case selection process, we first start with the identification of what types of
OSS we are going to choose for a validation. The characteristics of the OSS we want to
find are extracted as: the ease of retrieving source code, very frequently of the updating
of source code among its community, which have many available versions run on the
different platforms or operating systems. Then we go to the GitHub community to have
a pre-investigation, and find some OSS projects which we are interested of such as: CC
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cleaner, Opera, VLC, uTorrent… But after our using experiences and check against the
characteristics we extracted from the first step, we finally identify the VLC media
player as our case.
The VLC media player is very suitable for us to start the case study, and totally
satisfy the system’s characteristics we identified. The VLC community is active some
modifications from developers could even updated within just several minutes ago.
Currently it is already could be installed on many different platforms or operating
systems. What’s more it supports us many sources of information as illustrated in its
readme file which could help us better understanding its architecture. Such support
links we list as below.
The VLC web site . . . . . http://www.videolan.org/
Support . . . . . . . . . . http://www.videolan.org/support/
Forums . . . . . . . . . . http://forum.videolan.org/
Wiki . . . . . . . . . . . http://wiki.videolan.org/
The Developers site . . . . http://wiki.videolan.org/Developers_Corner
VLC hacking guide . . . . . http://wiki.videolan.org/Hacker_Guide
Bugtracker . . . . . . . . http://trac.videolan.org/vlc/


Overview of the case study
After the selection of case illustrated before we will give an overview of the case
study we conducted here. In order to make our case study work more clearly we draw a
diagram of the overview of the case study as shown in Figure 12 as below.
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Figure 12: An overview of the case study

From the overview, we could see our case study starts from the defining of the unit
of analysis of case and then collect data within their relevant metrics during the whole
period of implementing the proposed framework on the case of VLC.
In our case the unit of analysis is all the relevant files with source code under the
main of QT, but the processing of media type is only for avi. During the whole process
of this case study, we are collecting three sources of data by two metrics: observation
and documentation. The observation is used for collect the data from the enrichment of
personas pattern in the period of “Elicitation of architectural concerns”, the collected
data will be analyzed to elicit the architectural requirements which are very important to
the whole case study. Without it we could not apply the measuring method to measure
the evolvability. When we finally finish the conduction of this case study it will
generate the architecture analysis results, but they are not structured, so we will
document such results as an input for guiding VLC users/developers to design and
develop the VLC evolution. Besides as the RQ3 we proposed is for measuring how
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quick could implement our proposed framework. So, we also need to record the time
duration of conducting our OSEM framework during each stage. The time duration
shall be documented as well. Based on such documented time duration we could find
how time spent on different stages of the proposed framework, and on which stage it
costs the most time and analyze the reason behind it. What’s more we can discuss how
such time duration could be taken as a reference for other researchers who want to use
our framework on measuring the evolvability of other OSS projects. After the
discussion we could answer the RQ3 properly in the end.
6.2 Context of the Case Study
The case study is based on the VLC media player which is free and open source,
cross-platform media player and streaming media server written by the VideoLAN
project. VLC is mainly written in C/C++, and is used to play a wide difference of fileformats. With the fast-changing requirements of the dealing with all kinds of audio,
video, streaming from users the VLC nowadays could support many audio and video
compression methods and file formats, which also include the DVD -Video, Video CD
and streaming protocols. And such media player also could run on all kinds of different
applications and devices like: Windows, MacOS, Linux, Android, IOS. As the result the
VLC has grown in size and complexity with the new features have been added to
enhance the functionality and adapt to the new hardware. As the system is quite
complex and it is a challenging work to evolve it. Due to the global OSS developers
maintained the system all the time, VLC project keeps with a good maintainability, but
the evolvability has become more difficult as the more features added to the system,
resulting in the problem of degrading software architecture. The VLC users/developers
may want to know the evolvability status of the VLC system before they take the key
design decisions for developing it.
As the VLC media player is growing very fast and applied on various kinds of
platforms the architecture may differentiate with different application contexts. But
according to our investigation the VLC media player consists of four different parts: the
main, VLCCore, Modules, and external libraries. The general architecture of VLC is
depicted in Figure 13 as below.

Figure 13: A conceptual view of the original VLC architecture

From the Figure 13 we could see the main initializes the VLCCore and starts the
problem up. The VLCCore stores all the functionalities of VLC media player (e.g,
initiates the threads, loads the threads…). Then we shall look at the modules which is
the most important part of the VLC project. The VLC consists of several different
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modules (200 to 400 depending on version). Such modules support the APIs for many
OSS developers to enhance their functionality and make new changes on them. When
the main starts the VLCCore, it will load the modules and store them into a bank. Then
the modules will load the different file types, networks… The external libraries are used
to support the modules. A list of all the external libraries could be seen here:
https://wiki.videolan.org/Contrib_Status
6.2.1

Unit of Analysis
As there’re several existing different mains depending on the operating systems,
and they have different types such as GUI or command line based. Considering the
main functionality of all such different mains is the same we choose the QT player main
here for our study. Besides there are many types of media files processed within VLC,
and such process are mostly the same. So in order to implement our OSEM framework
more easily and get the valuable result we only choose the processing of avi media file
(it contains the read, demux, muxer, play…etc). The unit of analysis is all the relevant
files with source code under the main of QT, but the processing of media file is only for
the avi type.

6.2.2

Metrics of Unit Definition
The unit of analysis is one part of the case which needs to be analyzed to answer
the research question. In our case study here the metrics is the observation based on the
“think aloud” protocol [45]. Within this approach the researchers are frequently asked
for questions like “What is your strategy?” and “What are you thinking?” Besides we
also use the other metrics which is documentation for the result of OSEM framework.
Also, the time duration for applying the proposed framework will be documented as
well.

6.3 Preparation
Preparation is a step before the data collection, which provides the basic knowledge,
and environment for starting the data collection.
6.3.1

Research Question
The research question of this conducted case study is the RQ3 we defined in
chapter 4:
RQ3: How quick could this framework used for measuring the software
evolvability in an OSS context？

6.3.2

Case Study Environment
Before the implementation of the OSEM framework and measure the evolvability
of VLC, we need to configure our laptop with a proper environment to access to the
latest VLC source code and keep updated with the new changes from the VLC
community. The details of the environment setup are shown in Table 9.
Table 9: Case Study Environment
Name

Operating System
OSS version control tool
VLC source code
for download
Participants

Description
Ubuntu Linux 16.04 2
Gitbash
http://repo.or.cz/w/vlc.git/tree/7908311aca4ece9d532cb714e2e114f3ea84cb44
Two ( The authors of this thesis)
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6.4 Data Collection
In this section, we firstly defined what data to collect and then conducted the data
collection process while implementing the OSEM framework. The section 6.4.1 defines
what data to collect and based on what metrics. The operation and data collection is
presented in section 6.4.2. After the collection of data we analyze the data and also give
a discussion in chapter 7.
6.4.1

Selecting the Source Data
There are two stages of the whole OSEM framework we aim for collecting the data.
One is at the beginning of the conduction of framework which is the elicitation of
architectural concerns by brainstorming method with personas approach. In such
process the original data from the completion of the personas pattern shall be extracted
well and then get analyzed for formulating the potential architectural requirements used
for the qualitative measuring method we used in our framework.
After the potential architectural requirements generated we make a list of the
evolvability sub-characteristics of this case and then we apply the evolvability
measuring method to generate the result which could help the VLC users/developers to
take it as an input for design and develop the VLC project. Such result shall be
structured well for further analysis.
Meanwhile, the time we spent on implementing OSEM framework starts from the
brainstorming with personas to the end of documented the results shall be recorded well
for analysis.
Thus, three kinds of source data are identified according to the above perspectives
as follows:
1. Expectation from each persona’s role and the complaining opinions among the
enriched personas pattern.
2. Result of the evolvability measurement of the VLC case which includes the
problem description, requirement, improvement, architectural consequences.
3. Time duration of conducting each stage of the OSEM framework on the case of
VLC.

6.4.2

Operation and Data Collection
In this section, based on the collected data defined in section 6.4.1, the mixed data
collection techniques like the observation based on the “think aloud” protocol [45] and
documentation for the result of OSEM framework will be used.
 Observation based on the “think aloud” protocol [45]:
At the beginning of the implementation of the OSEM framework on VLC case we
need to firstly enrich the personas pattern and have a brainstorming discussion to elicit
the potential architectural requirements. In order to collect the most relevant
information from the enriched variables and values of the personas pattern we choose
the metrics of observation based on the “think aloud” protocol which aims at eliciting
the most important requirements for the VLC software need to be changed by
repeatedly asking questions like “What do you think?” and “What to improve?” In this
case we firstly downloaded all the versions of VLC media player of different operating
systems and experienced all of them to have an overview of such software then each of
us played as two roles of the VLC developers and enriched the personas patterns. In
order to reduce the researchers’ bias after the completion of each two personas patterns
we checked for others and reach a consensus in the end to generate the final four
personas roles as shown in Appendix D, Appendix E, Appendix F, and Appendix G.
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After all such four personas roles created we based on the “think aloud” approach to
collect the data which we defined in section 6.4.1. All the collected data analysis
discussion is presented in chapter 7.
 Documentation for the result of OSEM framework:
When we finish the implementing of OSEM framework on VLC case and go to the
final stage of this case study we will have the results from the conduction of OSEM
framework so we need to document such results well for further discussion. The
documentation metrics is used here, and the collected data is defined in section 6.4.1. In
the end within the data collected the discussion is presented in chapter 7.
 Documentation the time duration of conducting OSEM framework on every
stage:
During the whole conduction of OSEM framework on VLC the time spent on each
stage shall be recorded well. Such collected data is documented and discussed well in
chapter 7.
6.5 Evolvability Sub-Characteristics from Case Perspective
We list and reason the relevant evolvability sub-characteristics respectively here in
conjunction with the context of case study in our thesis as below:
 Analyzability:
The modification of the VLC source code is released very frequently on the VLC
community. For some high frequently used modules the update of the source code can
refreshed around 20 minutes. If the VLC users/developers made some changes on the
source code within lack of understanding the initial decision of the VLC architecture,
which could increase the complexity of VLC and make it with less analyzability.
 Changeability & Extensibility:
The VLC supports the modification from all the OSS users/developers all over the
world. However, some modifications in the certain parts of VLC software could lead
the inflexibility of whole system and required recompiling, reintegrating, and retesting.
And such quality attribute is the most relevant with evolvability as it supports the VLC
software to adapt to the new changes.
 Portability:
There are currently all different versions of the VLC media player on almost all the
platforms with all different operating system. However, there’re still differences on
architecture for different operating system. And there’re increasing requirements from
the users of mobile devices. The developments of the versions of VLC on such mobile
devices are not that frequently and maintained well like the platform of Windows or
MacOS. Then it is important to let the VLC project has a good portability among the
various of cross platforms and operating systems.
 Maintainability:
As the VLC media player is an OSS and maintained by the global users/developers
all the time the maintainability is quite well. But as we illustrated before the
maintainability is the basis of the evolvability so we keep it as one sub-characteristic
for measuring also. The maintainability includes testability, and reliability. But in this
case study we only choose the testability for measuring as it is not complicated for us
to evaluate the maintainability and such testability quality attribute is the core of
maintainability.
6.6 Applying the Evolvability Measuring Method
The main focus of our case study is to measure the evolvability of VLC. By
implementing the evolvability qualitative metrics we illustrated before in our OSEM
framework we could assess how well the VLC architecture could support the potential
architectural requirements and understand their impact. The evolvability qualitative
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metrics starts with the analysis of the potential architectural requirements. The
elicitation of such architectural requirements is based on the conduction of
brainstorming with personas. The detailed information of eliciting the architectural
requirements from personas is presented in chapter 7. We applied the evolvability
qualitative metrics here step by step. For the choice of proposed refactoring
solutions/architectural improvement solutions are mainly based on the discussions
among us two authors of this thesis. As this case is an OSS and we cannot find some
appropriate experienced VLC software architects help us to evaluate the refactoring
solutions/architectural improvement solutions so we still play the roles of four personas
as identified in Appendix D, E, F, G. After the very detailed discussions we list the
refactoring solutions/architectural improvement solutions within their problem
descriptions. All such information will be documented for the presented as the result.
The documented result with its analysis is illustrated in chapter 7. In this section we
depict the process of conduction of the evolvability qualitative metrics as below.
Phase 1: Analysis and synthesis of the requirements of change stimuli on software
architecture.
 Step 1.1: Mapping the identified architectural requirements with the subcharacteristics of software evolvability.
In this step we starts with the architectural requirements identified from the data
analysis of the process of “Elicitation of architectural concerns” which we illustrated
detailed in chapter 7. Based on the analysis we have listed 6 architectural requirements
as from R1 to R6. Such identified architectural requirements then shall be checked
against the evolvability sub-characteristics to measure whether the realization of each
requirement would take the positive impacts on the sub-characteristics. Table 10
illustrates how the identified architectural requirements correlate with evolvability subcharacteristics as below.
Table 10: Mapping between evolvability sub-characteristics and architectural requirements

Requirements
R1: The modification made by VLC developers shall be clearly
explained and controlled with consistency
R6: Reduced architecture complexity
R2: The modification of the VLC source code for building is
also important and need to be modified well
R5: Minimum the dependencies between the module source
code and external libraries
R6: Reduced architecture complexity
R4: Make the VLC more flexible on many other platforms or
operating systems
R3: Verify the impact of the latest changes of the VLC source
code

Sub-characteristics
Analyzability
Changeability
&
Extensibility
Portability
Maintainability

Step 1.2: Prioritize the evolvability sub-characteristics for measuring
In order to reduce the researchers’ bias from us we make a discussion about the
rules for prioritizing and list the relevant criteria as below.
1. Enable the building of extensions after the software reconstruction and
refactoring.
2. Make the basis characteristics of evolvability prioritized first.
Based on the criteria, we prioritized such evolvability sub-characteristics as shown
in Table 11. The number of 1,2,3,4 represents to first priority, second priority, third
priority, and fourth priority.
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Table 11: Prioritization on the evolvability sub-characteristics

Prioritization
1
2
3
4

Sub-characteristics
Analyzability
Maintainability
Changeability & Extensibility
Portability

From this table we firstly compare the maintainability with changeability &
Extensibility. As the new modifications on the VLC highly based on the stable of
system, which means the maintainability is a prerequisite of the changeability and
extensibility. Then we placed the prioritization of portability lower than changeability
& extensibility as we thought the better experiences of the more flexible using VLC on
many other devices or platforms shall always base on the good modification of the VLC
software. So the portability ranked below of changeability & Extensibility. There only
one sub-characteristic’s prioritization we have divergence which is analyzability. We
argued a lot shall maintainability ranked first priority as we investigated and illustrated
in chapter 2 the maintainability is critical to evolvability. But we then played the
personas role of Appendix F to analyze well the true need of Bob Wayne. He
mentioned the VLC latest source code shall compiled first before testing. According to
the player of Bob Wayne who is the most experienced person on software architecture.
It is very clear that if the analyzability is low such compiling work of VLC source code
might happen with some problems. Then we agreed to place the analyzability with the
first priority.
Phase 2: Analysis and enhancement of the software architecture to accommodate
with the change stimuli
 Step 2.1: Identify the architectural constructs for corresponding to the identified
sub-characteristics
As illustrated before in the case context the most important part of the architecture
of VLC is its modules which also contain the huge amount of architectural constructs.
Due to the space limitation of this thesis study and it is really difficult and impossible
for us to measure all the architectural constructs with respect to the identified
evolvability sub-characteristics we listed above. Therefore we decide to select a subset,
and exemplify with only one construct for refactoring. In order to make all the four
identified sub-characteristics consistent with this one construct we choose the
changeability & extensibility as a start for helping us to extract the appropriate
architectural construct. There are three architectural requirements referring to this subcharacteristic: R2, R5, and R6. Besides, the R6 also refers to analyzability. Within the
changeability & extensibility addressed the maintainability could not be neglected as it
evaluates the validity of the changeability & extensibility. For the portability not many
constructs of VLC could correspond to. So we detailed check its relevant architectural
requirement which is R4 which focused on whether the common used function also
available on other platforms or operating systems. Based on that we identify the
construct of avi media file playing in VLC for a further evaluation as it is common
media file type and highly needed for playing on different devices.
Details about how we further manipulate with such identified architectural
construct is described below in the following two steps.
 Step 2.2: Identify the refactoring architectural components for each identified
sub-characteristics
To enable the refactoring component of the architectural construct we identified
above in step 2.1 could correspond to the architectural requirements we reviewed all the
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architectural requirements with their creation process from personas analysis. We found
that the R3 derived from the concern of demux function the VLC doesn’t maintained
well as some subtitles could not played well such as Chinese subtitle. In order to make
the component which we are going to measure more relevant with the identified
architectural requirements we identify the refactoring component as the demux of avi
media file of VLC. As there are 6 architectural requirements and one requirement R6
could correspond to two sub-characteristics: analyzability and changeability &
extensibility. Besides, R6 could also be satisfied by achieving the R5 as the reduced
unnecessary dependency could result in the decrease of the architecture complexity. So
in the next step we will propose the refactoring solutions on the component of the
demux of avi media file with respect to the three architectural requirements as below:
R3: Verify the impact of the latest changes of the VLC source code
R4: Make the VLC more flexible on many other platforms or operating systems
R5: Minimum the dependencies between the module source code and external
libraries
The realization of R3 could help with the maintainability, the R4 refers to the
portability, as discussed above the realization of R5 could improve the changeability &
extensibility and analyzability. Then according to the prioritization of such identified
architectural requirements we conducted before the refactoring solutions proposed shall
be given with an order to match the priority of architectural requirements. Based on the
prioritization these three requirements are ranked as below:
R5: Minimum the dependencies between the module source code and external
libraries
R3: Verify the impact of the latest changes of the VLC source code
R4: Make the VLC more flexible on many other platforms or operating systems
 Step 2.3: Propose and assess the potential refactoring solutions
As we described before we have already identified the refactoring component
which is the demux of avi media file. In this step we will go further with such
component and draw the sequence diagram and conceptual diagram for helping us to
propose and assess the refactoring solutions firstly for the R5, secondly for the R3, and
lastly for the R4. All the detailed refactoring solutions proposed within their
requirements are shown as below. In the end we will document such information to
present as the result for helping VLC users/developers to design and develop VLC
architecture well. Such result presentation with its analysis is illustrated in chapter 7.
In order to understand the refactoring component very well we need to first have an
overview of the structure of avi demux. The Figure 14 illustrates the three very
important files of avi demux component in the source code view.
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Figure 14: A source code view of the avi demux component

From this figure we could see there are three sub files in the path of
/vlc/modules/demux/avi. Among them the avi.c is the main file which contains the most
important functions of avi demux component. The libavi.h and libavi.c are included as
external libraries. After the general understanding of the avi demux component then we
can propose the refactoring solutions in associated with the prioritized architectural
requirements as following.
1) R5: Minimum the dependencies between the module source code and
external libraries
This requirement derives from the phenomenon of there’re too many unnecessary
dependencies between the module and external libraries as the strong support from
external libraries made the modification of modules currently become much easier
however on the other hand increase the complexity of VLC architecture. This
increasing complexity could do harm to the analyzability and threaten the changeability
& extensibility.
Before we propose the refactoring solution we make an analysis of the demux of
subtitle of avi media file and draw the diagram of the conceptual view of avi module as
Figure 15 shown as below.
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Figure 15: A conceptual view of the subtitle demux of avi media file

About this diagram we need to make some explanations here. As the demux of avi
media file is one module it needs to have the functions of Open() and Close(). When the
VLC needs to use a module it will iterate through all the modules one by one and calls
the opening function. This iteration lasts until it gets a success from the module. When
this iteration ends the module will also allocated with the memory. The Close ( )
function is used to deallocate memory while the module is using.
Among this diagram we could see that many files’ names start with the chunk.
Actually chunk is a multimedia file format discipline regulated by Microsoft. Such
discipline defines two preliminary elements as LIST and CHUNK. LIST could include
LIST and CHUNK, but the CHUNK can only contain the pure data.
Besides there’re three files in the path of /vlc/modules/demux/avi which are libavi.h,
libavi.c, and avi.c. In order to figure out all their relationships we described them as
below:
Libavi.h: It defines the basic structs as part of the structure of CHUNK, and it
defines lot of functions which are used to access to the CHUNK file.( Such functions
are illustrated in the libavi of Figure 13. They are: int AVI_ChunkRead(), void
AVI_ChunkFree(),
int
AVI_ChunkCount(),
void
AVI_ChunkFind(),
int
AVI_ChunkReadRoot(), void AVI_ChunkFreeRoot(), int AVI_ChunkFetchIndexes() ).
Libavi.c: This file mainly provides the library to all the relevant chunk and get
access to them.
Avi.c: This file does the major function of demux the avi media file and convert to
chunk which avi file organized well and be able to be played. It will split the audio,
video, and subtitle for further decoding.
From Figure 15 we can see the dependencies between the demux avi module and
external libraries are very much. As in this period the architectural requirement need to
be realized is to reduce such dependencies. Then we could propose the refactoring
solution as below.
We added one sub function of AVI_ExtractSubtitle( it is in the function of Open() )
for only dealing with its direct relevant function calls from the external libraries.
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Besides the new creation of function control will seek and get the avi chunk fetch
indexes. As the AVI_ChunkFree() and AVI_ChunkCount() is after the process of chunk
read and chunk find, then we changed the dependencies of chunk free and chunk count
to the chunk read and chunk find.
To illustrate such refactoring solution well the new conceptual view of the subtitle
demux of avi media file after refactoring is shown in Figure 16 as below.

Figure 16: A conceptual view of the subtitle demux of avi media file after refactoring

It is clear to see that the dependencies between the avi demux module and external
libraries are less now. Within such solutions the the complexity of the architecture of
component will decrease. It is good for improving the analyzability and enables such
component with better changeability & extensibility.
2) R3: Verify the impact of the latest changes of the VLC source code
This requirement comes with the too frequently changes made by VLC
users/developers on avi demux. Such latest changes need to be tested well for their
validity. In our case the VLC has its own test state which enables the testing of various
kinds of changes. There’re many existing test states which could be used for testing
different parts of the program. All the available program for testing can be seen on VLC
documentation here: https://wiki.videolan.org/Test_Suite/
Such program can do the test of five categories which are Core tests, API tests,
General stability tests, Codec/muxer/modules test, and the interface tests. In our case
we’d like to propose the architectural improvement solution on the program of modules
test. In order to illustrate our proposed architectural solution well we draw a sequence
diagram of the test state for playing media file as shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 17: A sequence diagram of the test state for playing media file

From this diagram we could see the media_player class has a main which calls
upon methods of other testing classes. There is one very usually used class among them
which is test.h. This file includes VLC which has access to all libraries that are used
when not testing. By using the existing test state the developer can have a basic feeling
whether something goes wrong.
But the test cases of such existing test state program are not that sufficient and it
reminds the VLC developers keep updating with the new test cases used in such test
state.
3) R4: Make the VLC more flexible on many other platforms or operating
systems
This requirement derives from the need of making the VLC properly run on many
platforms or operating systems as possible, especially after the latest changes made on
the VLC source code. For VLC the portability highly based on the building of the latest
source code. Usually VLC users/developers only need to use the makefile of
buildsystem to compile the whole software. However, the most changes are happened
on the modules and VLC Core. In order to make the building more efficiently we
propose the architectural improvement solution as: Clearly identify the building process
of the changes on VLC module. Here such module is the demux of avi media file which
is also the identified refactoring component. And we identified the Linux as the
operating system for building.
Before we present the building process of avi demux componenet we will firstly
make some explainations as below:
Autotool: It is a third party API used for generating the makefiles
Libtool: It is a third party library used for building the binary files to executables
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.c files: source code files
.h files: header files
.o files: The binaries after the compiled source code and are combined to build the
final executable files
.lo files: Such files are mainly used for libtool for building the final executable files,
and they are generated by doltcompile
.plo files: Also are the libtool files but such files only identify what the dependency
of each .o file has and where to find
Then we draw a diagram of the building process of avi demux componenet as
shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18: The building process of avi demux component

From this diagram we could see that the autotool will firstly compile the source
code which are libavi.c, libavi.h, and avi.c to generate all the binary files as shown like
“.o files”. Then such binary files will further maked by the makefile generated from
autotool. After the process of make there will be two types of files which are “.lo files”
and “.plo files”. The “.plo files” will guide the libtool to build the right “.lo files” to
generate the executable file.
In order to make all the “.o files”, “.lo files”, and “.plo files” generated during the
building process clearly seen we also draw the Figure 19 to present what happen after
the compilation of the avi demux module in its folder of vlc/modules/demux/avi.
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Figure 19: The relationship between the source code files and compilation code files

Among this diagram we could see that when we compile the VLC source code files.
All their relevant binary files (.o files) are generated into the folder which called .libs
(libraries).Then make all such binary files and generate the .lo files and .plo files.
The .lo files are generated next to the source code files while the .plo files are generated
to a folder named .deps (dependencies).
Within this diagram we can also check for the correctness of building the avi
demux component. If there are some differences with such diagram during the building
process of avi demux component some errors may occur, which will influence the
portability of VLC media player on other platforms or operating systems. Then the
VLC users/developers need to do some testing for make the building correct. It is clear
to see that our propose architectural improvement solution on avi demux component is
valid and could help improve its portability.
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7. Result Analysis and Discussion
For this chapter we firstly structured all the relevant data analysis and synthesis
from the conducted literature review illustrated before. All such information will be
presented as section 7.1. Then in section 7.2 what lessons or experiences we can obtain
via the conduction of case study for verifying the proposed OSEM framework, and a
discussion of its validity and limitation is also given.
7.1 Literature Review Result Analysis
As illustrated before all the selected primary studies for data analysis and
discussion from the conduction of literature review is based on the Appendix B. In this
section we will present the analysis and synthesis of the extracted data in the following
three sub sections. The section 7.1.1 will show the citation status as an indicator on the
quality and impact of the primary studies. A view of the publication status of the
selected studies will show in section 7.1.2. The distribution of the publication year
could help us to figure out when such research addressed more focus and what is the
trend looks like. Then in section 7.1.3 we will make a classification of all selected
studies base on the similarities in terms of research topics and contents.
7.1.1

Citation Status
In order to have a clear view of the importance of all selected studies and ensure the
validity of the citation rates we choose the Google scholar to calculate citation numbers
of each study among Appendix B. The data are collected and used to form the table 12
as below.
Table 12: Status of citation rate of the selected studies

Cited by
No. of
Studies
(Total 30)

<
10

10 ~
20

20 ~
30

30 ~
40

40 ~
50

50 ~
60

60 ~
70

70 ~
80

>
80

8

7

5

1

1

1

1

1

5

As shown in Table 12, 8 studies have been cited by less than 10 times. Only 5
studies have been cited more than 80 times. Among such 5 studies with high citation
rate are S6, S23, S27, S29, and S30. Those studies are all about the discussion of OSS
evolution in an overview, and all published in an early time around 2000, except the
S27 published in 1972 which is much earlier. It is obviously to see that such 5 studies
with high citation rate, and have huge impact on the research area of OSS evolution.
For the 8 studies cited less than 10 times we reviewed them carefully and found they
are mostly published around 2010. Particularly S3 is published on 2014. So there is no
strange to see such studies are cited less than other studies.
Anyhow from this table we can clearly see that in general the citation rate of our
selected studies is pretty high. It indicates that the primary selected studies do have the
high quality and important impact on the research area of OSS evolution. We believe it
benefits from the chosen of backward snowballing method after the first round of
systematic database search. The most cited studies (cited by more than 60 times) are
categorized in Table 13 as below.
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Table 13: Most cited studies

Ranking

Study

1

S27

Status of
citation rate
5796

2

S23

2509

3

S29

630

4

S30

106

5

S6

103

6

S26

72

7

S5

69

Titles
Parnas, David Lorge. "On the criteria to be used in
decomposing systems into modules." Communications of
the ACM 15.12 (1972): 1053-1058.
L. Chung, Non-functional requirements in software
engineering. Boston: Kluwer Academic, 2000.
M. W. Godfrey and Q. Tu, “Evolution in open source
software: a case study,” in Proceedings 2000 International
Conference on Software Maintenance, 2000, pp. 131–142.
Scacchi, Walt. "Understanding open source software
evolution." Software Evolution and Feedback: Theory and
Practice (2006): 181-206.
M. Godfrey and Q. Tu, “Growth, evolution, and structural
change in open source software,” in Proceedings of the
4th International Workshop on principles of software
evolution, 2001, pp. 103–106.
E. Figueiredo, C. Sant’Anna, A. Garcia, T. T. Bartolomei,
W. Cazzola, and A. Marchetto, “On the Maintainability of
Aspect-Oriented Software: A Concern-Oriented
Measurement Framework,” in 2008 12th European
Conference on Software Maintenance and Reengineering,
2008, pp. 183–192.
M. Babar and M. Chauhan, “A tale of migration to cloud
computing for sharing experiences and observations,” in
Proceeding of the 2nd international workshop on software
engineering for cloud computing, 2011, pp. 50–56.

Among these high cited studies we could see that they mainly focus on the
discussion of an overview of the OSS evolution which reveals that current research are
mostly stayed on the analysis of OSS evolution in a general way. Few are addressing
the examining the OSS evolution in architecture level, or the measuring process of OSS
evolvability.
7.1.2

Publication Status
In order to understand the development of the pattern for OSS evolution among the
research community we extracted the publication year of the selected studies and
present the diagram of the distribution of the selected studies by their publication years.
Such diagram is Figure 20 as below.
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Figure 20: Number of papers by year of publication

By looking through all the studies by the year of publication in Figure 20, we notice
that from 2006 to 2010 there are quite a lot and stable published studies. There are 14
during this time limitation, almost 50% of all the selected studies. It reflects that the
research community is really interested in the research of OSS evolution in that period.
Then after the year of 2010 seems the passion of research community quickly goes
down. But in 2015 it comes back. Then we go detailed to review the three studies
published on 2015 which is S8, S13, and S20. We found that they all are about the
discussion of software evolvability addressed in software evolution and try to find a
way to measure it. Then in 2016 there is only one published paper from our search
result. We guess maybe there are more studies just published after the date of our
searching in database or the research of evolvability evaluation stuck for some reason.
For those studies in an early time in this table we could see that they are high cited
papers with huge impact on research community. It is also explained before in section
7.1.1 citation status.
7.1.3

Classification of the Primary Selected Studies
As illustrated before, during the phase of data analysis and synthesis we will
examine the identified studies based on their similarities in terms of research topics and
contents for categorizing the included primary studies. After the very detailed
reviewing of all 30 selected studies we then sorted them into four main categories of
themes, among these four main categorizes there are two could be refined into subcategories further. The categories within their sub-categories(if they have) are listed as
following:
 Categ.1 Software evolvability quality considerations during software
architecture design:
This category focuses on how the software evolvability addressed in the phase of
software architecture design. Two sub-categories are:
1) Software evolvability in non OSS context [S16, S17, S19, S21, S25]
2) Software evolvability in OSS context [S4, S22]
 Categ.2 Software architecture evolvability within its relevant quality’s
evaluation:
This category focuses on the metrics or analysis method used for the software
evolvability or its relevant sub-characteristics within many different context of software.
Some are OSS some are not. The measuring metrics are different with each other, and
for different context of software the evolvability relevant quality attributes are different
also. [S1, S8, S13, S14, S15, S17, S19, S20, S21, S23, S25, S28]
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Categ.3 Architectural knowledge in OSS evolution:
This category focuses on the general study of the software evolution. It contains the
patterns, principles or laws of software evolution, definition, an overview of the
development trend of the research of the OSS evolution. Three sub-categories are:
1) A view of software evolution in architecture level [S2, S6, S9, S27]
2) Evolvability addressed in software architecture evolution [S24]
3) Understanding OSS evolution in scenario [S12, S29, S30]
Categ.4 Modeling techniques:

This category focuses on the modeling techniques used for understanding and
managing the software evolution. [S3, S5, S7, S10, S11, S18, S23, S26]
Figure 21 illustrates these categories of themes with their sub-categories (if they
have) to have an overview of the distribution of the selected studies.


Figure 21: Classification of primary studies in Appendix B

These four categories of themes give us an overview of the the main topics of the
selected studies. Each theme represents an aspect of the research area with more details.
For the studies categorized in Categ.3 “architecture knowledge in OSS evolution” and
Categ.4 “Modeling technique” could help us have a broad and deeper understanding of
the OSS evolution, but in order to answer the RQ1 and RQ2 and take the results to help
us formulating the OSEM framework we need to mainly focus on the data analysis and
synthesis of the studies among the category of Categ.1 “software evolvability quality
considerations during software architecture design” and Categ.2 “ software architecture
evolvability within its relevant quality’s evaluation” . We will discuss more in the
following section 7.1.4 and 7.1.5.
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7.1.4

Analysis of the Studies of Categ 1 among Primary Studies
In order to answer the RQ1 and its sub question we will go through the Categ.1 in
details. The RQ1 is posted for figuring out the “what” question of software evolvability
in OSS evolution, besides there’s also a sub question which posted to differentiate the
evolvability among OSS context and non OSS context. Fortunately in our classification
of primary studies the Categ.1 categorizes the OSS evolvability and non OSS
evolvability explicitly. So in this section we will first make a discussion of the OSS
evolvability among the 2studies of Categ.1’s sub-category of OSS context, and then
compare with the rest 5 studies of non OSS context. After the conduction of analysis we
present the answers to RQ1 in chapter 8 and take the result to form our OSEM
framework which illustrated in chapter 5.
Firstly we make a list of the evolvability sub-characteristics addressed in the two
studies of OSS context which are S4, and S22 as below:
S4: code understandability, determinism, complexity, and modularity
S22: readability, adherence to standards, portability, and some other subcharacteristics which may impact the evolvability of OSS project, but are almost
impossible to measure.(e.g, interoperability, learnability, operability, attractiveness,
etc...)
We can clearly see that the evolvability sub-characteristics of the studies of S4 and
S22 are quite different, but there are also relevance among those quality attributes. That
is only because different researchers identify such sub-characteristics based on different
quality definitions. So in order to reach a consensus on the evolvability subcharacteristics which will be used in our OSEM framework we referenced the definition
of [S16] which defines all the evolvability sub-characteristics in a general way no
matter it is an OSS software or not.
Then for the sub-characteristics of S4 we can categorize the code understandability
to analysability, complexity, modularity could sorted in changeability & extensibility,
and the determinism means the current state of the project which is determined before,
so we can sort it into traceability. For S22 readability could sorted into analysability,
adherence to standards could be categorized into architecture integrity. Also among the
S22 the other sub-characteristics may impact the evolvability but hard to measure is
important like operability, attractiveness. We can see that these sub-characteristics
could motivate the OSS community developers hence they will influence the influence
the evolvability. We can call them others (characteristics which emotionally influence
the OSS evolvability, but not able to measure)
After the categorization we could list the new sub-characteristics of S4 and S22 as
below:
S4: analysability, traceability, changeability & extensibility
S22: analysability, architecture integrity, portability, others (characteristics which
emotionally influence the OSS evolvability, but not able to measure)
After all we combine them together here: analysability, architecture integrity,
changeability & extensibility, traceability, portability, others (characteristics which
emotionally influence the OSS evolvability, but not able to measure)
Then in order to answer the RQ1.1 we compare the evolvability sub-characteristics
of OSS context and non OSS context as Table 14.
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Table 14: Comparison of the evolvability sub-characteristics between OSS context and non OSS
context

Sub-characteristics
Analysability
Architecture integrity
Changeability &extensibility
Traceability
Portability
Others
Maintainability
Domain specific characteristics

S16
x
x

x

Non OSS context
S17
S19
S21
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x

x

x

S25
x
x
x

OSS context
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

Among the Table 14 we can see it clearly that all the studies of non OSS context
address the maintainability while it is not addressed in the studies of OSS context. It
seems that as the OSS community is really huge and an OSS project could get
maintained by the OSS users all over the world through the whole time, the researchers
ignore the importance of maintainability. As we differentiated the maintainability with
evolvability in chapter 2 background we know that the maintainability is critical to
evolvability so in our proposed OSEM framework we will add it with the other OSS
relevant evolvability characteristics. Then we also notice that there is only OSS
evolvability address the others (characteristics which emotionally influence the OSS
evolvability, but not able to measure). It is not strange to see as the OSS users get
involved in the OSS evolution is mostly based on interests so if there are some artifacts
could motivate them, such artifacts could taken as relevant with evolvability. For the
traceability we also notice that even it is commonly mentioned in OSS context and non
OSS context, the meaning is different. In non OSS it refers to the documentation of
commercial software mostly, in OSS such quality attribute refers to the frequency of
release of OSS project, and track all its versions. Besides in S19 and S21 domain
specific characteristics are mentioned while the OSS context ignores it also. We decide
to add it to the framework also. In the end with the sufficient data analysis and synthesis
here the RQ1 could answered well. The answering to RQ1 is presented in chapter 8.
7.1.5

Analysis of the Studies of Categ 2 among Primary Studies
In order to answer the RQ2 and its sub question we will go through the Categ.2 in
details. The RQ2 is posted for figuring out the “How” question of software evolvability
in OSS evolution. Among the Categ.2 there are many metrics used to evaluate the
evolvability relevant sub-characteristics. Some are used for the context of OSS
evolution some are not, but in this section we don’t care that much. What we want to
know is what kind of metrics they are and what are their application contexts, and how
could such metrics used in the framework. After all we will select one appropriate
evolvability measuring method and apply it in our OSEM framework. The Table 15
will list all the measuring methods used among the studies of Categ.2 and their
application context are given also. After the discussion base on the Table 15, the
answers for RQ2 will be presented in chapter 8.
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Table 15: Evolvability metrics used in the selected studies

Study
S1
S8
S13
S14
S15
S17
S19
S20
S21
S23
S25
S28

Focus and application context
Measure the stability in architecture
diagram
of
three
OSS
projects(JFreechart, Xerces, Rhino)
Measure evolvability of version
control system
Measure stability in an OSS testing
environment

Included technique
A bit-vector algorithm based
technique(triplets(C,R,T) )
MCR approach(code review)

Architecture
metrics
used:
reference points, LOC, number of
modules
Evaluate the metrics in close system GQM derived metrics( code
(FEAST)
review)
Measure reliability, stability in UML based architecture metrics
online transaction processing system ( not on code review)
Measure evolvability in ABB Evolvability qualitative metrics
automation system
Optimizing
evolvability
in Traceability links based metrics
Administration system
Measure complexity modularity of Scenario
based
evolvability
complex system
metrics
Measure evolvability in Ericsson’s Evolvability quantitative metrics
one mobile network node software
Measure evolvability of credit card NFR metrics( product-oriented
system
approach)
Measure evolvability in ISO 9126 GQM derived metrics( code
quality standard
review)
Measure evolvability in a complete Traceability links based metrics
home automation system( HAS)

From the Table 15, it is clearly to see that S1, S13, S15, and S20 are all about
measuring one or two specific sub-characteristics of software evolvability. Among them
only the metrics used in S20 is qualitative, S1, S13, S15 are all about quantitative
metrics. Those metrics are very useful but apply on the very specific scenario. In our
framework what we need is the metrics could use for measuring the software
evolvability in a general way. Besides the S8, S14, S25 are all about evaluating
evolvability in a code review level. They all are quantitative metrics as they focus on
the code level and calculate the line of codes (LOC), number of features (NOF),
number of architecture components (NOA), and classes(C), then some mathematical
ways are used to further analyze those calculated data. We agree with those researchers
the study of code level is important and can directly reflect some artifacts of the
software evolvability in some way. However as the purpose of our conduction of this
thesis study and proposing the OSEM framework is that we want to evaluate the
evolvability in an architecture level. The code review is relevant with software
architecture evaluation but still not enough. So we are not going to select the
evolvability measuring methods among such studies.
Then we also notice that in S23 NFR metrics (product-oriented approach) which is
a qualitative metrics and used to identify what metrics could be used to measure the
each evolvability sub-characteristics. It points out the direction of measuring all the
evolvability relevant quality attributes but there’s no description of how to do so. It is
helpful to broaden our view on evolvability evaluation but not fulfills the need of
building our framework.
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The S17 and S21 are conducted by two different case studies to verify the two
different evolvability measuring methods which are qualitative metrics and quantitative
metrics. In their studies both measuring methods are used to evaluate the software
evolvability generally, as all relevant evolvability sub-characteristics are analyzed well
and presented clearly. The metrics used in S17 is qualitative, and the metrics used in
S21 is quantitative. The difference between those two metrics is that the quantitative
metrics used in S21 is for quantifying the prioritization of the evolvability subcharacteristics and propose the potential architecture solution only for the subcharacteristics which impacts the software evolvability the most. However, the
qualitative metrics used in S17 addressing on the identification of the refactoring
architecture components and mapping them with all relevant evolvability subcharacteristics, finally the refactoring solutions/architectural improvement solutions are
posed to all such sub-characteristics(which is quite different with the quantitative
metrics).
After all, the S19 and S28 are talking about the use of traceability links based
metrics for measuring the software evolvability. Such metrics are all qualitative and
give us a new view on the evolvability evaluation, in their research they add a new
evolvability sub-characteristics which is traceability. But we shall clearly identify here
the traceability used in their research is highly based on documentation which is
completely different the OSS environment. Besides in related work part of S19, the
authors compared the evolvability measuring metrics with the work of S17, they
consider the evolvability qualitative metrics is detailed description and verified well,
but lack of the consideration of traceability.
After all the data analysis and synthesis the RQ2 within its sub questions could be
answered well, the answering to RQ2 is presented in chapter 8. In our framework the
evolvability measuring method we finally chosen is evolvability qualitative metrics. But
there is still one thing different with the original metrics used in S17 which is we add
one process of Prioritizing the evolvability sub-characteristics for measuring. Actually
it is inspired from the evolvability quantitative metrics of S21, as we think it is
necessary to prioritize the evolvability characteristics, so the OSS users can have an
overview of the whole OSS evolvability.
7.2 Case Study Result Analysis and Discussion
As the conduction of the case study on VLC media player is very detailed
illustrated in previous chapter. In this section, we mainly analyze the collected data
which we defined well in chapter 6 and make some discussions of the result. The
section 7.2.1 is for the analysis of the data collected in the process of “Elicitation of
architectural concerns”. The section 7.2.2 presents the analysis of the documented result
from the conduction of OSEM framework. At last the validity discussion will given in
section 7.2.3.
7.2.1

Analysis of the “Elicitation of Architectural Concerns” Process
In the process of “Elicitation of architectural concerns” as we mentioned before in
chapter 6 we based on the pattern of personas which is Appendix C to create the four
new personas as shown in Appendix D, Appendix E, Appendix F, and Appendix G.
However, all the data within such four appendixes are unstructured and need to be
further coded. So we take the data collection which is the observation based on the
“think aloud” protocol [45] and coded all needed information as Table 16.
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Table 16: Data collected from implementing the personas approach

Appendix D

Appendix E

Appendix F

Appendix G







7.2.2

Complaining opinions
The VLC source code become more
difficult for understanding and
analyzing as the too frequently
changes happen. It also makes the
developers find hard to make some
extensions.
The too much changes make the one
source code could be seen totally
different on different time. Besides
some features of the VLC on some
other platforms couldn’t work well.

Expectations
1. The new changes of the VLC
source code need to be identified
more clearly
2. The modification of VLC code
shall also be consistent with the VLC
building
1. The changes happen on the source
code shall keep consistent and not
make it hard to analyze
2. Make the VLC more flexible on
many other platforms or operating
systems
The demux function of the VLC 1. The VLC source code with latest
doesn’t maintained well as some changes shall compiled well for
subtitles could not played well like testing
Chinese subtitle.
There’re too many unnecessary 1.Minimum the dependencies of
dependencies between the module external libraries
source code and external libraries

According to the Table 16, we could see that all such opinions collected from the
personas are generated based on their special experiences as a VLC user/developer.
Most opinions focused on the modification of the VLC source code especially on the
modules of VLC, which is quite usual thing as the module is the most important part of
the whole VLC architecture and the most functions of VLC are written in modules. So
it will be common for VLC users/developers to find some problems when they want to
make some modifications on the VLC if they cannot understand the VLC architecture
that well. Besides there are also some other architectural concerns from this table:
different architectures of different platforms make the migration of VLC happen with
some errors. Some new modifications of the VLC are lack of enough testing.
In order to formulate the final architectural requirements clearly we have a
brainstorming discussion each other to reach a consensus on the generation of
architectural requirements and then we list such requirements as below:
R1: The modification made by VLC developers shall be clearly explained and
controlled with consistency
R2: The modification of the VLC source code for building is also important and need
to be modified well
R3: Verify the impact of the latest changes of the VLC source code
R4: Make the VLC more flexible on many other platforms or operating systems
R5: Minimum the dependencies between the module source code and external
libraries
R6: Reduced architecture complexity
Analysis of the Documented Result of OSEM Framework
In this section we will extract the relevant source data which are the results of the
evolvability measurement of the VLC case (problem description, requirement,
improvement, and architectural consequences) and documented such results well and
analyze them well here. We will present and analyze the documented results according
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to the order which we evaluated for realization of the identified requirement R5 first,
then the identified requirement R3, and identified requirement R4. All the results we
formulated are based on the component of the demux of avi media file of VLC. It is
clearly defined in chapter 6.
 Result 1: For realization of the identified requirement R5
Table 17: A presentation of Result1

Problem
Description
Requirement
Improvement

Architectural
consequences

Component: The demux of avi media file of VLC
There’re too many unnecessary dependencies between the module
and external libraries which increases complexity of architecture and
it could take the side effects on the analyzability with changeability
& extensibility
Minimum the dependencies between the module source code and
external libraries
Add one sub function of AVI_ExtractSubtitle to call the
AVI_ChunkRead() and AVI_ChunkFind(), then changed the
dependencies of AVI_ChunkFree() and AVI_ChunkCount() to
AVI_ChunkRead() and AVI_ChunkFind()
It is good for improving the analyzability and enables such
component with better changeability & extensibility

This result comes from the implementing our proposed OSEM framework on an
OSS case which is VLC media player. We strictly follow the steps of framework and
finally generate this result 1. From this table we could clearly see that within the
proposed refactoring solution the analyzability get improved as the lower complexity of
architecture. Besides, the changeability & extensibility also get improved. In order to
measure the quality of such result, we played the role of personas G James Oliver to
evaluate the analyzability and changeability & extensibility with value 1-4. The
meaning of each value is shown as below.
1: very good
2: good
3: acceptable
4: bad
Then the analyzability is evaluated as 3: acceptable, changeability & extensibility is
evaluated as 1: very good
 Result 2: For realization of the identified requirement R3
Table 18: A presentation of Result 2

Problem
Description
Requirement
Improvement
Architectural
consequences

Component: The demux of avi media file of VLC
Too frequently changes made by VLC users/developers on avi
demux. Such latest changes need to be tested well for their validity.
Verify the impact of the latest changes of the VLC source code
Using the existing test state for testing the playing of avi media file
Maintainability of this component will benefit from conduction of
such test state, however it might need the on time updating with the
latest test cases used in such test state.

By implementing the OSEM framework we finally generate the result 2, and it
refers to the maintainability as the sub-characteristic of evolvability. It is important for
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the whole evolvability, within the improvement solution proposed the architectural
consequences are analyzed well in this table.
By playing the role of personas F Bob Wayne, the maintainability could be
evaluated as 3: acceptable.
 Result 3: For realization of the identified requirement R4
Table 19: A presentation of Result 3

Problem
Description
Requirement
Improvement
Architectural
consequences

Component: The demux of avi media file of VLC
Some features of the VLC on some other platforms couldn’t work
well.
Make the VLC more flexible on many other platforms or operating
systems
Clearly identify the building process of the changes on VLC
module by exemplifying with the demux of avi media file
component
It is clear to see whether some errors happen during the building
process of avi demux component, and it help improves the
portability

This result aims at the solution proposed for improving the portability of avi demux
component. For the proposed solution, the building process is clearly illustrated and
could improve the understanding for more VLC users/developers. Portability could
benefit from such solution.
By playing the role of personas E Felicity Smoak, the portability is evaluated as 2:
good.
Overall, such three documented results are clearly for viewing and all detailed
analysis and architectural improvement solutions could be checked in chapter6. By
analyzing the architectural consequences we could see that the analyzability,
maintainability, changeability & extensibility, and portability of the avi demux
component could be improved, and we calculate the average value of each subcharacteristic’s we get the value of 2.25, which means the evolvability is maintained
quite good.
7.2.3

Analysis of the documented time duration of implementing OSEM framework
on the case of VLC media player
In this section, we will go back to our calendar which records our daily routine of
conducting the OSEM framework on the case of VLC media player. We will first show
the time duration of conducting the framework in total, then we will present the time
duration of each stage of the conduction of framework: Elicitation of architectural
concerns; List and reason the sub-characteristics of evolvability need to be measured;
Apply the measurement method; Take the results as the input for designing and
developing OSS architecture. After the time duration documented with analysis we
could answer the RQ3 well, and the answering to RQ3 is presented in chapter8.
The Figure 22 shown as below depicts the time duration recording information of
conducting the OSEM framework on VLC. All the events about implementing the
framework are marked with red circle. For more detailed time duration records could be
seen as Appendix H. In this section, we only present the final documented time duration
with its analysis.
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Figure 22: Overview of the time duration of conducting OSEM framework on VLC

From this diagram, we could see that we start implementing the framework by
doing brainstorming with personas on 22th December, and ends everything with
presenting the results of OSEM framework on 5th January. But there are many days we
don’t work as the vacation. So basically, there are only 8 days for us to implement all
such OSEM framework. If we calculate by working hours in total, there are 28.25
working hours in total. Considering that we are not implementing such framework
intensively one time, it is fast and out of our expectation. For the detailed time duration
of each stage of our framework implementation are documented as Table 20 as below.
Table 20: Time duration of each stage of OSEM framework implementation on VLC

Framework stage

Time duration
(working hours)
5
1
21.25
1

Elicitation of architectural concerns
List & reason the sub-characteristics of evolvability
Apply the measurement method
Take the results as the input for
designing and developing OSS architecture
In total
28.25
It is clear to see that the most time-consuming period of conducting such
framework is to apply the measurement method. Except that all the rest stages could be
done very quickly, especially the documentation of results. The stage of “Elicitation of
architectural concerns”, “List & reason the sub-characteristics of evolvability”, and
“Take the results as the input for designing and developing OSS architecture” cost 7
hours in total, and such process are independent with the size of OSS project. It could
be taken as a good reference when measuring the other OSS project.
For the stage of “Apply the measurement method” it contains two phases with five
sub steps in total. As the main purpose of calculating the conduction time of framework
on VLC case is to help other researchers take as a reference when want to use our
framework on measuring the OSS evolvability. So, we will further document the time
duration of conducting the stage of “Apply the measurement method”. The Table 21
shows such documented time duration as following
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Table 21: Time duration of the stage of “Apply the measurement method"

Phase 1
Phase 2

Step 1.1
Step 1.2
Step 2.1
Step 2.2
Step 2.3

Time duration (working hours)
1
0.5
3
1
17.25

According to this table, we could see that the time duration of phase 1 is 1.5 hours
which mainly come from the brainstorming discussion, which might happen with the
researchers’ bias on its sub-characteristics prioritization, but the time spent on such
process won’t differentiate a lot with other OSS projects. For the phase 2 the step 2.3
takes the most time as it does the architecture analysis based on the identified
refactoring component. In this case study the 17.25 hours are measured based on the avi
demux component of VLC. Such time duration could not simply extend to other
scenario as different refactoring components come with different measuring time on
conducing step 2.3.
But we also notice that during the phase 2 the time duration of conduction of step
2.1 and step 2.2 comes with the architecture’s difficulty and complexity of the OSS
project we are investigating. Such OSS architecture’s difficulty and complexity directly
influence the time we spent on finding the appropriate refactoring component for
evolvability measurement. And when we actually conduct the step 2.3 how long it takes
us to finish this step also depends on the OSS architecture’s difficulty and complexity.
So we make a ratio of the time duration of (step 2.1 with step 2.2) and step 2.3 as below:
Time duration of the identification of refactoring component / Time duration of
measuring the evolvability of identified refactoring component = 4 / 17.25 = 0.231
But we need to clearly identify that such ratio comes from our experiences by
conducting the proposed framework, and it is lack of scientific validation. This ratio is
only used for taking as a reference for those researchers who want to use our framework
on other OSS project. Based on all the analysis here we present our answer to RQ3 in
chapter 8.
7.3 Validity Discussion
1) Validity threats of the literature review
For the conduction of literature review there are three threats to validity of the
creation of OSEM framework by conducting the literature review. They are: threats to
select primary publications, threats to search for the most relevant studies during the
backward snowballing period, and threats to make classification of the selected studies
based on Appendix B.
 Threats to select primary publications:
As the OSS evolution is quite a new research area, it is not that easy for us to get all
the highly relevant papers about the evolvability measurement during OSS evolution.
To avoid of the missing of important publications we choose ACM, IEEE, and Inspec
as the main databases as such databases are highly relevant with storing the papers of
software engineering area. This also happen with the much duplication of the same
published papers, which could help us to identify the primary studies.
 Threats to search for the most relevant studies during the backward
snowballing period:
During the period of exploring the most relevant papers based on the backward
snowballing method we two researchers reviewed the main studies from the systematic
database search respectively. Then we have a meeting to transform the contents we read
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to each other then decide what papers could add as Appendix B. In this period, we may
have some different preferences of selecting more studies of backward snowballing.
And we could miss some studies which are also relevant with our research area. It
might influence the final creation of OSEM framework
 Threats to make classification of the selected studies based on Appendix B:
In order to answer the RQ1, and RQ2 proposed for building the OSEM framework
we need to categorize the primary studies for a further analysis. During this period we
start from the reviewing the abstract and conclusion of each identified study of
Appendix B. After we have the basic understanding of all the 30 selected studies, we
list the several main categories and one of us individually makes a mapping of each
selected study. When this work is done, the result will be checked with the other author
of this thesis. But it all comes from the first person’s choice, which means if something
wrong the categorization may happen with mistake. To avoid this problem we read
through all the selected 30 papers and have a long time discussion to reach a common
agreement.
2) Validity threats of the case study
In this part, we discuss the threats to the conducted case study in four ways:
construct validity, internal validity, external validity, and conclusion validity.
 Construct Validity:
Construct validity refers to generalizing result based on the study. In this case study
the most important part of the result generated from the case study is the proposed
architectural solutions for solving their relevant identified architectural requirements.
However, there is a threat to this validity which is the architect’s bias (researchers’ bias).
The architectural improvement solutions are selected from the persons who provide the
solutions rather than solutions themselves. In this case, such solutions are proposed by
two people (the authors of this thesis). To reduce such threat, we firstly read the book of
“Software architecture in practice” [47] and spent quite a long time on investigating the
software architecture of VLC media player. Besides we also carefully analysed the
identified architectural requirements to make the analysis procedure with more details
as we illustrated in chapter 6. Besides the prioritization of identified architectural
requirements are also made by us two authors. Such prioritization may take some
researchers’ preferences from us.
 Internal Validity:
Internal validity refers to the elements which could affect the relationship between
treatment and outcome. In this case study, there is one threat which is the enrichment of
personas pattern. As the first stage of conducting the OSEM framework on VLC case is
to collect data from personas to formulate the identified architectural requirements. To
reduce such threat, we firstly downloaded all kinds of versions on almost the all
platforms then we played several roles to enrich the personas pattern.
 External Validity:
External validity refers to the conditions which limit our ability to generalize the
result. In this case study, the main threat is that we are lacking of the knowledge of
elicitation of software requirements in requirements engineering (as we are using the
brainstorming with personas approach). To reduce such threat, we read through the
relevant part of the book “Software requirements: styles and techniques” [48].
 Conclusion Validity:
Conclusion validity refers to the issues which could affect the drawing of
conclusion about the outcome of study. The main threat of this case study is choice of
OSS project for implementing OSEM framework. To present the clear results, we
choose the VLC media player for case study. But this case is already one cross-platform
software which means it has a good portability, and the largely number of users make it
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happen with fast-changing requirements. The good choice of case study may help us
verify the proposed OSEM framework with good result, however for those OSS
projects with few users and no frequently new requirements generated we don’t know
how efficient for the OSEM framework will work.
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8. Conclusion and Future Work
In this chapter the conclusions and future work research of our conducted study will
give here. First the answers will presented for the research questions identified in this
thesis study. Then in the following section we will specify the research contribution of
our study. At last we will have an outlook about the future work for exploring our thesis
study.
8.1 Answering to the Research Questions
In chapter 4, the research questions of our thesis study are presented well. For each
research question, we list a brief answer here based on the work of conduction of
research methodology.
RQ1: When we measure the software evolvability of open source software
what aspects or attributes are relevant to its evolvability?
RQ1.1: What are the differences between the evolvability of OSS software and
non OSS software?
Based on the analysis and synthesis in previous chapter we directly give our answer
to RQ1 and present the result in Table 22 as below.
Table 22: Checklist of OSS evolvability sub-characteristics

OSS evolvability sub-characteristics
Analysability
Architecture integrity
Changeability & extensibility
Traceability
Portability
Maintainability
Domain specific characteristics
Here we must clearly identify that in this table we discard the others(characteristics
which emotionally influence the OSS evolvability, but not able to measure). Because
the RQ1 is posted to figure out what aspects or attributes are relevant to its evolvability
could be measured, as we discussed before in chapter 7 we know the
others(characteristics which emotionally influence the OSS evolvability, but not able to
measure) not suitable to put in the checklist used in our OSEM framework, but we still
need to identify it as it is relevant with the OSS evolvability still.
To answer the RQ1.1 we present our result in Table 23 as following:
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Table 23: Difference of evolvability addressed in OSS and non OSS context

Diff 1.
Diff 2.
Diff 3.

Differences between the evolvability of OSS software and non OSS
software
The traceability is used for different in OSS context and non OSS
context. In non OSS context it refers to documentation, however in OSS it
refers to the release version of OSS project.
Domain specific characteristics are commonly addressed in non OSS
context as there are huge amount of commercial software aiming at all
kinds of specific domain.
In OSS context there are very special sub-characteristics of
evolvability which we defines as others(characteristics which emotionally
influence the OSS evolvability, but not able to measure). It is not among
non OSS context

RQ2: How we measure the software evolvability of open source software?
RQ2.1: Are there existing quantitative or qualitative evolvability measuring
methods, and what are their differences of function?
Based on the analysis and synthesis in previous chapter we could give our answers
to RQ2.1 as below.
The quantitative methods mostly are posted for the level of code reviewing. There
are: A bit-vector algorithm based technique(triplets(C,R,T) ) [51], Architecture
metrics(reference points, LOC, number of modules) [52], UML based architecture
metrics [50], Scenario based evolvability metrics [11] and such metrics are used to
measure one or two specific quality attributes may relevant with evolvability. It means
that it is not for directly measuring evolvability. In those metrics number of lines (LOC),
number of features (NOF), number of architecture components (NOA), etc needed
calculated for further analyzing. Besides Ivica Crnkovic et al. [4] also present a
quantitative measuring method, and it is used for quantifying the prioritization of the
evolvability sub-characteristics and propose the potential architecture solution only for
the sub-characteristics which impacts the software evolvability the most. This method is
not like those codes reviewing quantitative metrics, as it views the software evolvability
in an architecture level.
Unlike the quantitative methods the qualitative methods mostly are posted for
evaluating the software evolvability in an architecture level. It could give us a higher
perspective to view the software evolvability addressed in software architecture and
evaluate this quality attribute generally. There are: NFR metrics [53], traceability links
based metrics [32], evolvability qualitative metrics [50]. Besides the evolvability
qualitative metrics [50] posted by Ivica Crnkovic et al could measure all the
evolvability relevant sub-characteristics and proposed their improvement solutions,
which is different with the evolvability quantitative metrics [4].
RQ2.2: In what way can we produce a software evolvability measurement
framework of open source software?
Based on the analysis and synthesis in previous chapter we could give our answers
to RQ2.2 as below.
Due to the OSS evolvability is not explicitly defined so we posted the RQ1 to
figure out what sub-characteristics are relevant with OSS evolvability, besides as the
OSS evolvability is one type of software quality then we searched a quality attribute
measurement framework which proposed by SEI [47]. Such framework could give us a
good basis to extend. Besides as Ivica Crnkovic et al. [12] proposed a software
evolvability model by analyzing and evaluating the software evolvability. We can
combine it together with the quality attribute measurement framework which proposed
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by SEI [47]. So the only remaining thing is to figure out how to measure the
evolvability, what metrics could be used. That is why RQ2.1 is posted. In this section
with RQ1, and RQ2.1 answered we are much closer to building our OSEM framework.
Besides there is one very special feature of the framework we proposed which is that it
takes the architectural concerns into consideration at a very beginning time. It is
because we notice the GQM approach is commonly used in other similar framework
like meta-model of artefacts for the optimisation process [32], evolvability quality
model [50]. However, where are those goals come from no researcher mentioned it
clearly. So we add one process of the elicitation of architectural concerns in our
framework. This OSEM framework is built in following way:
1) Change stimuli analysis
2) Elicitation of architectural concerns
3) List and reason the sub-characteristics of evolvability need to be measured
4) Apply the measurement method
5) Take the results as the input for designing and developing OSS architecture
RQ3: How quick could this framework used for measuring the software
evolvability in an OSS context?
Based on the analysis and synthesis in previous chapter we could give our answer
to RQ3 as below.
The precise time duration of conducting the proposed framework is impossible to
know before the OSS users/developers take a decision to implement it. But in our case
study we chose the VLC to implement and record the time duration through the all
procedure. We implemented the framework with 8 days, and 28.25 working hours in
total. If only talking on this case it is really fast to implement the proposed framework,
and the results could documented very quickly. According to our analysis the time
duration of three stages of our framework could directly taken as a reference for other
researchers who want to implement our framework on other OSS project. They are:
 Elicitation of architectural concerns with 5 hours
 List & reason the sub-characteristics of evolvability with 1 hour
 Take the results as the input for designing and developing OSS architecture
with 1 hour
Besides, the stage of “Apply the measurement method” could take quite a long time.
And it all depends on the complexity of the OSS which we are going to measure. Based
on the experiences of the case study conducted by us we make a ratio of the time
duration of (step 2.1 with step 2.2) and step 2.3 as below:
Time duration of the identification of refactoring component / Time duration of
measuring the evolvability of identified refactoring component = 0.231
This ratio could help other researchers to take as a reference when they want to use
our framework, but we need to claim clearly here such ratio comes from our
experiences of conducting a case study on VLC, and it is lacking scientific validation.
8.2 Contribution
The main contribution of our research is to propose a framework for measuring the
software evolvability in the context of OSS. And such contribution could be detailed
categorized into four ways for detailed illustration as below.
 Explicitly identified the sub-characteristics of OSS evolvability:
As the current studies about OSS evolution most focused on the software patterns
and trends with less attention on how software evolvability addressed in OSS evolution.
Therefore the OSS evolvability is not explicitly defined. In our thesis we propose the
RQ1 and conduct a literature review to figure out how software evolvability addressed
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in the context of OSS. We not only explicitly identify the sub-characteristics of OSS
evolvability, but also differentiate the OSS evolvability and non OSS evolvability
 Well illustrating the creation of architectural requirements in our proposed
framework by adding one process of “Elicitation of architectural concerns” :
We reviewed a lot papers about the elicitation of architectural requirements and
notice that the GQM metric is commonly used for their evolvability evaluation like the
GQM derived measuring method in FEAST collaborative research [54], and the
evolvability quality model [55]. Among such research the goals are usually directly
given to derive the relevant metrics for measuring the software evolution. But where
such goals come from and why they are important are not mentioned. Also according to
R.Brcina et al [32] “The developers’ comprehension of the design and the internal
structure is essential for the evolution of the systems.” So it is important for us to add
the process of “Elicitation of architectural concerns” the brainstorming with personas
method is taken in our framework of such process. This new added process in our
framework can explain the creation of architectural requirements in a better way.
 Add the prioritization of the evolvability sub-characteristics on the evolvability
qualitative metrics [9] to be used in our proposed framework:
In our thesis the evolvability measuring method we chose in our proposed
framework is a qualitative metrics which based on the evolvability qualitative metrics
[50], but there is still one thing different with the original metrics [50] which is we add
the process of prioritizing evolvability sub-characteristics for measuring. Such process
is used in the evolvability quantitative metrics [4]. So basically the contribution we
made here is to combine the advantages of two existing metrics together and form our
qualitative metrics for measuring the OSS evolvability.
 Validate a software evolvability measurement framework in the context of OSS:
In this thesis we not only validate the proposed framework in the context of VLC
media player which is an OSS project but also make a further validation of the
evolvability analysis method proposed by Ivica Crnkovic et al [50]. Our research could
help the research community address more attention on OSS evolution.
8.3 Future Work
Within the OSEM framework proposed in this thesis we have verified the
efficiency of such framework on measuring the software evolvability on a case of VLC
media player which is an OSS. However only verified with one case is not enough. So
we point out the future research directions as below.
 Further validation of the OSEM framework on other OSS projects
Even though the OSEM framework has been implemented on the VLC media
player as a case study, and the output of this framework is structured well as the result
for helping the developers to improve the system’s evolvability. But such VLC case is
very special as it is already one cross-platform software which means it has a good
portability already, and the huge number of VLC users all around the world resulting in
the fast-changing requirements for VLC. We don’t know how efficient of this
framework on other OSS projects, especially for those OSS projects with few users and
no frequently new requirements generated.
 Further development of the modelling techniques of OSS evolution
According to the literature review that we performed, the current research of the
modelling techniques used in OSS evolution is not much, but it is pretty important for
helping formulate the relevant models for measuring the OSS evolvability. Because
with good defining of modelling technique could help the researchers to have a broad
and deeper understanding of the OSS evolution.
 Further improvement of the proposed OSEM framework
75

As we illustrated in the validity discussion part the prioritization of the identified
architectural requirements are based on the discussion among two of us as the authors
of this thesis. It has the problem of taking researchers’ bias even we discussed carefully
to reach a final agreement. It might be better to improve this process by using some
quantitative methods to prioritize the identified architectural requirements such as
analytic hierarchy process (AHP). With such requirements prioritized in a quantitative
way our framework could make the measurement more accuracy and more efficiency.
Besides as there are currently no OSS evolvability measurement framework which
means our proposed framework could be used as a prototype for further extension. For
example a repository for collecting the complaining opinions and expectations could be
built and integrated with the framework well.
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